
List of teachers at the Faculty of Stage Design

Teacher Course Form Language ECTS

1st BA

Prof. Elżbieta Banecka
dr Anna Jędrzejec

Rysunek i kolor
/ Drawing and Colour

workshop Polish / English 4

Dr Agnieszka Korytkowska Propedeutyka reżyserii / Propaedeutics of Directing workshop Polish / English 1

Dr hab. Boris Schwenke Rzeźba / Sculpture workshop German / Polish /
English

2

st. wykł. Jan Ciecierski
mgr Marta Kozera

Podstawy projektowania scenografii teatralnej / środki
wyrazów w scenografii / Theatrical Stage Design Basics

workshop Polish / English 4

Mgr Oliwia Waligóra Wstęp do projektowania scenografii filmowej / Film Set Design
Basics

workshop Polish / English 2

Mgr Sławomir Szondelmajer Rysunek techniczny  / Technical Drawing workshop Polish / English 2

Zbigniew Kośka Technologia teatralna (Teatr Narodowy) workshop Polish 2

Mgr Małgorzata Fajge workshopy komputerowe 2D / 2D Design Workshop workshop Polish / English 2

Dr Adam Trwoga Historia filmu lecture Polish 2

Dr hab. Wojciech Włodarczyk Słownik sztuki lecture Polish 2

Prof. Magdalena Raszewska Historia teatru lecture Polish 2

Dr Kamil Kopania Historia sztuki lecture Polish 1

2nd BA

Prof. Elżbieta Banecka
dr Anna Jędrzejec

Rysunek i kolor / Drawing and Colour workshop Polish / English 4
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Zbigniew Kośka Rzemiosło teatralne (Teatr Narodowy) workshop Polish 2

Dr Adam Trwoga Historia filmu lecture Polish 2

Dr Anna Straszewska Historia ubioru lecture Polish 1

Prof. Magdalena Raszewska Teatr XX wieku (teatr współczesny) lecture Polish 2

Prof. Tomasz Myjak Rysunek i malarstwo/ Drawing and Painting workshop Polish / English 4

Dr Zofia Lubińska Podstawy projektowania scenografii filmowej / Film Set
Design Basics

workshop Polish / English 3

Dr hab. Mariusz Gajewski Fotografia / Photography workshop Polish / English 2

Dr hab. Aleksander Zbrzezny Historia filozofii lecture Polish 2

Dr hab. Boris Schwenke Rzeźba / Sculpture workshop Polish / English /
German

2

Mgr Sławomir Szondelmajer workshop komputerowy 3D / Computer 3D Workshop workshop Polish / English 1

Dr Martyna Kander Projektowanie scenografii teatralnej / Theatre Stage Design workshop Polish / English 3

Dr Julia Skrzynecka Inscenizacja etiudy / Staging of an Etude workshop Polish / English 3

3rd BA

Prof. Elżbieta Banecka
dr Anna Jędrzejec

Rysunek i kolor / Drawing and Colour workshop Polish / English 2

Prof. Tomasz Myjak
Mgr Małgorzata Fajge

Rysunek i malarstwo / Drawing and Painting workshop Polish / English 2

Dr hab. Marek Chowaniec Projektowanie scenografii teatralnej, koncertów i widowisk /
Theatre, Concert and Entertainment Scenography Design

workshop Polish / English 4

Dr Paweł Ignaczak Historia sztuki lecture Polish 1

Dr Agnieszka Korytkowska Rzemiosło filmowe / Film Craft workshop Polish / English 2
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Prof. Dorota Kołodyńska
mgr Aleksandra Reda

Projektowanie kostiumu / Costume Design workshop Polish / English 4

Dr Krzysztof Kalinowski workshopy scenografii wirtualnej / Virtual Scenography
Workshop

workshop Polish / English ?

Dr Dominika Łarionow Scenografia współczesna lecture Polish 1

Dr Kamil Kopania Teatr i sztuki pokrewne lecture Polish 2

Mgr Aleksander Laskowski Historia muzyki lecture Polish 1

Prof. Paweł Dobrzycki
Dr Ewa Kochańska-Gołoś

Projektowanie scenografii musicalowej i operowej / Opera and
Musical Scenography Design

workshop Polish / English 4

Dr Jędrzej Skajster Światło w teatrze / Theatrical Lighting Design workshop Polish / English 2

Prof. Ewa Braun Historia kultury materialnej i obyczaju workshop Polish 2

Dr Anna Wiszniewska Historia wnętrz i mebli lecture Polish 1

Prof. Janusz Sosnowski Język filmu lecture Polish 1

Prof. Janusz Sosnowski
mgr Agata Adamus

Projektowanie scenografii filmowej / Film Stage Design workshop Polish / English 4

Dr hab. Katarzyna
Proniewska-Mazurek

Projektowanie scenografii teatru lalkowego / Puppet Theatre
Stage Design

workshop Polish / English 4

Dr Barbara Osterloff Analiza dramatu workshop Polish 2

Dr Jagna Janicka Projektowanie kostiumu filmowego / Film Costume Design workshop Polish / English 4

Dr hab. Boris Schwenke Rzeźba / Sculpture workshop Polish / English /
German

2

Dr hab. Mariusz Gajewski Fotografia / Photography workshop Polish / English 2

Dr Marcel Sławiński Projektowanie przestrzeni filmowej / Designing a Film Space workshop Polish / English 4

Dr Katarzyna
Sobańska-Strzałkowska

Kierunki kreacji w obrazie filmowym / Film Project workshop Polish / English 4
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Mgr Sławomir Szondelmajer workshop komputerowy 3D / 3D Computer Workshop workshop Polish / English ?

4th MA

Prof. Elżbieta Banecka
dr Anna Jędrzejec

Rysunek i kolor / Drawing and Colour workshop Polish / English 2

Prof. Tomasz Myjak
Mgr Małgorzata Fajge

Rysunek i malarstwo / Drawing and Painting workshop Polish / English 2

Dr Agnieszka Korytkowska Techniki dramaturgiczne / Dramaturgical Techniques workshop Polish / English 2

Dr hab. Marek Chowaniec Projektowanie scenografii teatralnej, koncertów i widowisk /
Theatre, Concert and Entertainment Scenography Design

workshop Polish / English 8

Prof. Dorota Kołodyńska
mgr Aleksandra Reda

Projektowanie kostiumu / Costume Design workshop Polish / English 8

Dr Krzysztof Kalinowski workshopy scenografii wirtualnej / Virtual Scenography
Workshop

workshop Polish / English ?

Dr Jędrzej Skajster Światło w teatrze / Theatrical Lighting Design workshop Polish / English 2

Prof. Paweł Dobrzycki
Dr Ewa Kochańska

Projektowanie scenografii musicalowej i operowej / Opera and
Musical Scenography Design

workshop Polish / English 8

Mgr Łukasz Gutt Praca z kamerą workshop Polish 2

Prof. Magdalena Raszewska Konwersatorium lecture Polish 4

Prof. Ewa Braun Historia kultury materialnej i obyczaju lecture Polish 2

Prof. Janusz Sosnowski
mgr Agata Adamus

Projektowanie scenografii filmowej / Film Stage Design workshop Polish / English 8

Dr hab. Katarzyna
Proniewska-Mazurek

Projektowanie scenografii teatru lalkowego / Puppet Theatre
Stage Design

workshop Polish / English 8

Mgr Sławomir Szondelmajer workshop komputerowy 3D / 3D Computer Workshop workshop Polish / English ?
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Dr Jagna Janicka Projektowanie kostiumu filmowego / Film Costume Design workshop Polish / English 8

Dr Marcel Sławiński Projektowanie przestrzeni filmowej / Designing a Film Space workshop Polish / English 8

Dr Katarzyna
Sobańska-Strzałkowska

Kierunki kreacji w obrazie filmowym  / Film Project workshop Polish / English 8

Dr hab. Mariusz Gajewski Fotografia / Photography workshop Polish / English 2

Dr hab. Boris Schwenke Rzeźba / Sculpture workshop Polish / English 2

5th MA

Prof. Elżbieta Banecka
dr Anna Jędrzejec

Rysunek i kolor
/ Drawing and colour

workshop Polish / English 10

Prof. Tomasz Myjak
Mgr Małgorzata Fajge

Rysunek i malarstwo / Drawing and Painting workshop Polish / English 10

Prof. Magdalena Raszewska Seminarium dyplomowe lecture Polish 4

Prof. Dorota Kołodyńska
mgr Aleksandra Reda

Projektowanie kostiumu / Costume Design workshop Polish / English 16

Dr hab. Marek Chowaniec Projektowanie scenografii teatralnej, koncertów i widowisk /
Theatre, Concert and Entertainment Scenography Design

workshop Polish / English 16

Dr Krzysztof Kalinowski workshopy scenografii wirtualnej / Virtual Scenography
Workshop

workshop Polish / English ?

dr Anna Jędrzejec Typografia i projektowanie graficzne / Typography and Graphic
Design

workshop Polish / English 2

Prof. Paweł Dobrzycki
Dr Ewa Kochańska-Gołoś

Projektowanie scenografii musicalowej i operowej / Opera and
Musical Scenography Design

workshop Polish / English 16

Dr hab. Katarzyna
Proniewska-Mazurek

Projektowanie scenografii teatru lalkowego / Puppet Theatre
Stage Design

workshop Polish / English 16
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Prof. Janusz Sosnowski
mgr Agata Adamus

Projektowanie scenografii filmowej / Film Stage Design workshop Polish / English 16

Mgr Sławomir Szondelmajer workshop komputerowy 3D / 3D Computer Workshop workshop Polish / English ?

Dr Jagna Janicka Projektowanie kostiumu filmowego / Film Costume Design workshop Polish / English 16

Dr hab. Mariusz Gajewski Fotografia / Photography workshop Polish / English 10

Dr hab. Boris Schwenke Rzeźba / Sculpture workshop Polish / English 10

Dr Marcel Sławiński Projektowanie przestrzeni filmowej / Designing a Film Space workshop Polish / English 16

Dr Katarzyna
Sobańska-Strzałkowska

Kierunki kreacji w obrazie filmowym / Film Project workshop Polish / English 16
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SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Warsztat komputerowy 2D

2/ Teacher mgr Małgorzata Fajge

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 60

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 

obligatory 

8/ Course type Practical computer classes

9/ Didactic methods Classes are taught through computer exercises and consultation.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 

- getting to know the tools and functions of the Photoshop program,
- attendance in class (in case of single absences - current e-mail 

contact),
- implementation of exercises and individual corrections.

12/ Final requirements 
Ability to navigate Photoshop, recorded class attendance and 

completed assignments (with corrections implemented).

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Examination. The way of crediting the course depends on the tasks 

completed and attendance at classes.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

- knowledge of Photoshop,

- ability to convey an idea using computer techniques,
- ability to combine traditional techniques (e.g. hand drawing) and 
computer techniques.

The classes are based on computer exercises aimed at free 
movement in expressing one's idea for a set or costume. During the 

class students become familiar with the tools and functions of the 
program; then the exercises are carried out. The tasks are initially 
discussed - we go through the process together, e.g. creating the 

same visualization, then each student creates their own. The most 
important stage is individual consultations on the implementation of 

the student's idea.
The didactic process is designed to prepare students for further 
study, allowing them to freely express their scenographic ideas.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Brak

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Brak



17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

K_W02
detailed rules concerning disciplines related to fine arts (directing,
interior design) allowing for realization of teamwork tasks also of
interdisciplinary character
P7S_WG

P7S_WK
K_W03
problems connected with technologies and materials necessary in the process of 
designing
design process of film and television scenography;

P7S_WG
P7S_WK
K_W08
The role of abstract thinking in the process of artistic problem solving;
P7S_WK

SKILLS

K_U06
present the essence of his/her solutions to co-workers and performers in the 

framework of
realization of extended theatrical, film and television projects;

P7S_UK
P7S_UO

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

K_K05

professional and responsible approach to solving problems
problems related to widely understood project work, as well as own creative 

activity;
P7S_KK
P7S_KO

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Working computers with Photoshop (3.02) installed + mice, 

keyboards, extension cords.

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title History of film

2/ Teacher mgr Adam Trwoga

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lecture / 30

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 

obligatory 

8/ Course type Compulsory - Theoretical training

9/ Didactic methods lecture

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
Passed a film history exam in the first year of undergraduate
study at

Faculty of Stage Design at the Academy of Fine Arts.

12/ Final requirements 
Passed final exam in the subject after the second year of
study.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

1. credit essay - 30% 
2. final exam - 70%

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The aim of the course is to introduce students to problematised 
knowledge of film and video art as artistic phenomena, expanded to 

include issues related to broadly understood audiovisual culture and 
animation (relations between animation and painting; animated 
documentaries and music videos). In addition to issues related to the 

history and visual arts of live-action film, animated film, 
experimental film and video art, students discuss the formal and 

content aspects of a film work. Students also learn about the ways 
and types of analyzing a film work.

Program issues (included in the course cycle):
History of cinema

Grammar of film language
Film editing
Animated film

Film set design
Video art

Film Studies

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

1. Media audiowizualne. Podręcznik akademicki, red. Wiesław 

Godzic, Warszawa 2010.
 2. David Bordwell, Kristin Thomson, Film Art. Sztuka filmowa. 



Wprowadzenie, Warszawa 2010.

3. Lubelski T., Historia kina polskiego. Twórcy, Filmy, Konteksty, 
Chorzów 2009.

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

1. Alicja Helman, Andrzej Pitrus, Podstawy wiedzy o filmie, Gdańsk
2008.
2. Alicja Helman, Jacek Ostaszewski, Historia myśli filmowej, 

Gdańsk 2007.
3. Rick Altman, Gatunki filmowe, Warszawa 2012.

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

GRADUATE KNOWS AND UNDERSTANDS
 
K_W04 basic issues in the history of art, theater and cinema, conventions

theater and film and can relate them in the creative process;

SKILLS
GRADUATE CAN
K_U05 use the knowledge acquired during studies in professional practice;

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

K_K01

interpret found sources of inspiration and use them creatively 
them in design process;

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 -error-

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Technologia teatralna

2/ Teacher Zbigniew Kośka

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 30

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 

obligatory 

8/ Course type Theater technology and technology

9/ Didactic methods 

Lectures - multimedia presentation, plans (projections and
cross sections) of cultural objects, photographs, publications,
samples material.
2. classes at the National Theatre, with demonstration of scenes,

rehearsal rooms,
auditoriums, audience tracts and other premises, installations

and technical devices, with putting them into operation, explaining 
the
rules operations and the ability to use them safely for staging. 3. 

participation in rehearsals of theatrical productions. 4. individual and
group consultations at times to be determined directly with students,

regardless of class schedule - individual project

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites Successful completion of the undergraduate degree exam.

12/ Final requirements 
obligatory classes - passing the final exam
education at the second semester level

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

1. class attendance up to 10% ( two allowed unexcused absences 

from class).
2. activity in class, especially in theaters
- Up to 20%.

3. Orientation to theater space, purpose and operation of
technical and theatrical equipment - up to 25%.

4. Understand the principles and methods of making
and operating staging assets - up to 25%.
5. Knowledge of principles of workplace safety and fire safety

regulations - up to 20%.
Credit after 1st semester.

Credit after 2nd semester.
(a prerequisite for taking the oral examination is having
successfully completed semesters I and II)
Oral Exam.

14/ Teaching goals Curriculum content



(program content, subject 
description)

The student's education is related to the completion of the

cycle Conversations and practical classes. Creates a foundation, 
introduces issues related to the scenic-space
The stage and also with the functioning of the unit which is the
object
culture - with special emphasis placed on theater.

Issues discussed:
1. Principles of spatial-functional solutions of objects
2. Technical and technological equipment of cultural facilities with
special emphasis on theaters.
3.

Principles and modes of operation of general stage technology
equipment,
stage lighting,
The company's facilities include: electroacoustics, stage
manager's communication system, multimedia.

4. Principles of artistic, technical rehearsal, lighting.
5. The process of performing staging-decorating measures, costumes
and props.
6. Properties of materials used for production decorations, costumes.

7. Use of technical devices for space arrangement stages, stages for 
the presentation of performances

theatrical or other performances.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Basic literature:

- A. Nicole „Dzieje teatru”

- Z. Raszewski „Krótka historia teatru polskiego”

- K. Braun „Przestrzeń teatralna”

- Z. Strzelecki „Konwencje scenograficzne”

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

 

- NEW THEATRE WORDS” słownik techniczno-teatralny w 20       
 

   językach  z częścią rysunkową - wydawnictwo OISTAT 
 
- P. Mitzner „Teatr światła i cienia”

 
- T. Hardin „Teatry i Opery”

 
- R. Southern „Proscenium and Sight Lines”
 

- J. Bojar „Dawne i współczesne sceny i ich wyposażenie”
 
      Wydawnictwo „Architektura Miast I” Bydgoszcz 2008 r.
 
- Paweł Dobrzycki - „Sceny teatralne - projekty, szkice, rysunki, 
obrazy”



 

- Terri Harden - „Teatry i opery – arcydzieła architektury”
 
- André Bataille - „Lexique de la machinerie théâtrale”
 
 

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

Knowledge - The graduate should achieve knowledge in:
1. Be familiar with the historical development of facilities

performance, including the
development of
and technical equipment
specifications.
2. be familiar with contemporary spatial solutions and their arrangement for the 

purposes of the prepared show - a performance in space closed and open. 3. To 
learn the technology of preparing a theatrical production including: a. preparation 
of stage design, costume design b. The use of a variety of materials to make 
scenery,

costumes

SKILLS

Skills - The graduate should be able to:
1. Use professional terminology in the techniques learned and theater technologies:

general, stage lighting, electroacoustics, stage
manager system, multimedia.

2. Based on the script, design a staging in the designated
space and rehearse the prepared performance.
3. Use theater technology devices to achieve intended

staging effects in a show in preparation.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

1.Communicate with other implementers - set designers, choreographers,

light and sound directors, as well as management and staff
technical, to the extent that it is possible to precisely identify the needs
regarding performance space and use of technical equipment

and performing special (magical) stage effects, including
of lighting, sound and pyrotechnics

2.Formulate requirements and discuss performance issues
 means of staging - decoration, costumes and props, including identifying
 type of materials, methods of execution and possibilities of use

the means of staging in performances to achieve the intended effects
staging.

3.Formulate requirements for the preparation and conduct of trials
technical and assembly of decorations, light and acoustic tests and rehearsals
artistic, with attention to efficient and safe decorative changes

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 -error-

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 



the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Warsztat komputerowy 3D

2/ Teacher mgr Sławomir Szondelmajer

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 60

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 

obligatory 

8/ Course type Computer classes.

9/ Didactic methods 

Learning the Autocad and Rhinoceros 3D computer programs

-Detailed discussion of the interface and capabilities of graphics 
programs such as:

 AutoCad, Rhinoceros 5
-exercises

-individual exercises

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
Passed undergraduate college entrance exam.

An aptitude for creative work.

12/ Final requirements 

-Mastering the computer programs AutoCad, Rhinoceros. 
-Realization of exercises in the two above mentioned programs 

assigned during the academic year 2018/2019
-Acquisition of knowledge and knowledge of nomenclature related 

to 2D and 3D design
-To be able to freely navigate through the programs and export files 
between them

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

1.Conscious movement in AutoCad, Archicad, Rhinoceros computer
programs.
2.Independence in completing exercises and solving related 

technical problems.
3.Turn in all electronic and paper exercises by the due dates.

4.High attendance and engagement in class.
 
The condition for assessment is the completion and presentation of 

all exercises:
 - evaluation of the artistic value of the presented works - 50% (0-

3p.)
 - Evaluation of the technical quality of the presented works - 20% 
(0-1 point)
 - Evaluation of independence in the creative work - 20% (0-1 point)

 - regularity of work - 10% (0 - 0.5 points)



 - The grading scale is defined by the scoring system in force at the 

 Stage design.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

Curriculum content

Student learning is related to mastering the skills of working in 
graphics programs through interface discussion and general and 

individual exercises.

Topics discussed:
1. familiarization with the interface
2. tools of the program

3. transferring a freehand drawing to the program platform using 
CAD tools
4. professional technical design
5.Preparing for printing
6.Working on layers

7.Reading theater plans in DWG format and adapting them to your 
work
Modeling objects using NURBS planes 9.
9.Designing space in 3D

 
 

 
Course Objective.
-Theoretical and practical preparation of students of the stage design 

department for design work
in 2D and 3D computer programs.

Acquaint students with terminology that enables them to quickly and
efficiently navigate the interface of the above-mentioned programs.
-Equipping with tools which broaden the spectrum of design 

possibilities in stage design work.
 

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Basic literature:

1. Andrzej Jaskulski „Autocad 2010/LT2010+

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

-error-

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

K_W03 problems connected with technologies and materials necessary in the 
process of designing film and television scenography;

SKILLS K_U01 apply the laws of spatial composition and visual structures, and is able to

apply them practically in the process of scenography design;
 
K_U05 create complete design studies having extended knowledge in the field of
use of various means of expression and creative creation offered by scenography,
cos^um, animated figure;
 



K_U06 present the essence of his/her solutions to co-workers and performers in

the realization of complex theatrical, film and television projects;
 
K_U11 approach responsibly to public presentations of the project in the form of a 
show, exhibition, multimedia presentation, also in relation to
extensive scenographic project;

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

K_K05 to be responsible in solving problems concerning widely understood 
project work, as well as own creative actions;

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Laboratory Equipment:

monitor, computers with software, tables, printer, large screen

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Technical drawing

2/ Teacher mgr Piotr Sieciński

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code WS/EPW/JK

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 30

7/ Studies 

8/ Course type general

9/ Didactic methods 

The primary teaching methods are:
1. workshop exercises
2. documentation and presentation of work
3. task discussion and work reviews
 
If it is not possible to conduct classes in the form of stationary
classes will be held remotely via online platforms.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites Passed 1st and 2nd semester of Technical Drawing

12/ Final requirements 
Ability to independently produce technical drawings
presenting design ideas and clear technical drawings for
project contractors.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

1. Assessment of the artistic and technical level of the works -   50% 
2. Assessment of the degree of commitment to the program - 50%

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The program implemented in this course prepares the student to 
work as a stage designer and allows you to specialize in disciplines 
requiring further study.
The program implemented in the classroom deepens skills 
The student to produce legible technical drawings, taking inventory 
of objects and scenery elements, selecting the right building 
materials and solutions technical in design, proper use of
modern construction technologies.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

1.Neufert Peter.: Podręcznik projektowania architektoniczno-
budowlanego. Arkady, Warszawa 2012
2.Skowroński Wojciech, Miśniakiewicz Elżbieta Rysunek 
techniczny budowlany Wydawnictwo Arkady Warszawa 2009 

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

1.ILUSTROWANY LEKSYKON ARCHITEKTONICZNO-
BUDOWLANY praca zbiorowa Wydawnictwo Arkady Warszawa 
2007 
2.BUDOWNICTWO OGÓLNE Tom 1 Materiały i wyroby 
budowlane praca zbiorowa Wydawnictwo Arkady Warszawa 2009 

17/ Learning outcomes 



KNOWLED
GE

K_W08 the role of abstract thinking in the problem solving process
plastic arts; P7S_WK

SKILLS

K_U07 make technical drawings for all theater studios (detailed drawing out the 
elements of the designed scenery, using all
types of technical drawing scale, using it as needed in under the realization of 
extensive theatrical, film and television projects; P7S_UW

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

K_K05 professional and responsible approach to solving 
problems
concerning widely understood project work as well as own creation
activities;
E P7S_KK
P7S_KO

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Tables and chairs for the whole group, dry erase board + markers
3 colors

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Photography

2/ Teacher dr hab. Mariusz Gajewski

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 60

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, first-cycle studies; level 6 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework - choice 
Stage Design, full-time studies, second-cycle studies; level 7 of 
Polish Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 
choice 
Stage Design, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 
obligatory 

8/ Course type Photography Studio

9/ Didactic methods 

realization of photographic cycles based on the list of - subjects
preceded by a discussion of them
- dialogue and didactic discussion
- proofreading and reviewing work
- exercises (creative, studio, workshop)
- working with a model to develop the ability to freely moving 
around in the studio
- working with studio lighting
- screenings of films about photography and other arts, browsing 
through albums
and art publications
- news overview: information on events
related to photography and art in Poland and abroad - participation 
in competitions

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites Passed first-year entrance exam.

12/ Final requirements Passed final exam after each year of study.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Class topics are created in such a way that they do not limit the way 
implementation, did not prejudge the end result and allowed for
very free interpretation. The curriculum, dependent on
creative interests of students, is open to different attitudes creative, 
means of expression and media - classical photography, digital 
photography,
experimental, noble techniques and video.
The studio program is evolving, following the needs and student 
skills with an emphasis on addressing general problems of 
photography, essential in practicing any of its Such as proper 



identification of the topic, ability to select elements and maintaining 
balance between them, using the right composition and light for a 
given performance.
The class consists of an individual teaching conversation 
with student.

Lectures and exercises are conducted in groups.

Evaluation Criteria:
- Evaluation of term papers that are summaries of
all tasks carried out in the laboratory
- Assessment of student's creative abilities, ability to creatively work
- Evaluation of the artistic and technical level of the works
- Attendance and activity in classes and reviews
- Evaluation of the degree of commitment to the program
- The grading scale is determined by the points used in Department 
of Stage Design
  

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The goal is to develop artistic awareness and use
I use photography as a tool for creative purposes.
In addition to photography in general, the studio is tasked with teach
students to be creative and think with images, and to analyze and
understanding of contemporary artistic achievements. One of the
The goals of the laboratory are also to equalize the level of 
knowledge and
student skills.
Students completing their education in the studio should also have
basic knowledge of photographic technique and technology 
(Knowledge of cameras, lenses, concept of time, aperture, color 
temperature, negative sensitivity, camera variables digital).

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Roland Barthes “Światło obrazu”
Susan Sontag “O fotografii”
Urszula Czartoryska “Przygody plastyczne fotografii”
Charlotte Cotton „Fotografia jako sztuka współczesna”
Historia Fotografii

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

“Fotografia XX wieku”, praca zbiorowa
Naomi Rosenblum “Historia Fotografii Światowej”
Umberto Eco “Historia piękna”
David Hockney “Wiedza tajemna – Sekrety technik malarskich 
Dawnych Mistrzów”
Donald Kuspid “Koniec sztuki”
Francois Soulages “Estetyka fotografii, strata i zysk”
John Berger “Sposoby widzenia”
Benjamin Walter “Twórca jako wytwórca”

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

gain the necessary knowledge and artistic awareness



SKILLS

- ability to look and see - observation
- ability to make an informed choice
- Use of appropriate composition for the performance
- sensitivity and attention to personnel
- the conscious use of appropriate lighting or the use of light found at
- ability to select elements and maintain balance between them - activating 
individuality and creativity
- awareness of abstract thinking
- skillful analysis of the work

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

- proper recognition of the topic
- ability to consciously participate in contemporary culture 
- critically analyze your work
- understand the need for a continuous, uninterrupted process of self-education

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Cameras
Equipped photographic studio Computer
Multimedia projector
Negative scanner

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Dictionary of art

2/ Teacher dr hab. Wojciech Włodarczyk

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty 
Faculty of Management of Visual Culture (ONLY OUTGOING 

STUDENTS)

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lecture / 30

7/ Studies 

Design, full-time studies, first-cycle studies; level 6 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework, Collection design - choice 

Design, full-time studies, first-cycle studies; level 6 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework, product and visual communication 

design - choice 

Stage Design, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - choice 

Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework, painting - obligatory 

Sculpture, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework - choice 

8/ Course type optional

9/ Didactic methods 

Course lecture - word-based group activities in the form of content 

presentations, author talks, presentations multimedia covering a 

systematic course in a given subject; on-call consultations

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites -error-

12/ Final requirements 

passed exam, participation in contemporary art exhibitions in 

Museum of Modern Art and "Zachęta" Gallery of Art

of contemporary Polish art at the National Museum in Warsaw

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Knowledge of material covered in lecture.

Knowledge of one publication in general art and one -

in the field of Polish art.

Ability to problematize any of the following on your own aspect of 

contemporary art during a recent class.

Knowledge of at least two selected items is recommended: one from 

the set for general art and one from the set for art Polish.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

This class is designed to provide students with basic knowledge of 

of the arts, (fine arts, architecture, design, photography) of the 20th 

and 21st century and Polish them with different schools of 

contemporary art interpretation.

General art

Presentation and analysis of works of art, art directions, circles, 

events, intellectual currents related to



directly with artistic creation since the late 19th century 

(Impressionism, Post-Impressionism) to the present day. 

Presentation

Includes all types of art; painting, printmaking, sculpture, design, 

photography, video, architecture, urban planning, arts ephemeral, 

etc. Common art is discussed for 40 hours

activities. The starting point is an analysis of the basic terms of art 

contemporary: modernism, avant-garde, modernity, postmodernity.

Polish art

Presentation and analysis of works of art, art directions, circles, 

events, intellectual currents related to

directly connected with Polish artistic creation from 1890 to present.

The presentation covers all types of arts;

painting, printmaking, sculpture, design, photography, video, 

architecture, urban planning, ephemeral arts, etc. Polish art

is discussed over 18 hours of class time. The starting point is the 

analysis of

basic terms of modern art: modernism,

avant-garde, modernity, postmodernity and their specific Polish 

context.

The last two hours of class are devoted to a discussion of 

determinants of contemporary art and presentation of positions 

students.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Universal Art:

Clement Greenberg, Obrona modernizmu, wybór esejów, wybór i 

redakcja Grzegorz Dziamski, Universitas, Kraków 2006

JosephBeuys, Teksty, komentarze, wywiady, wybór i opracowanie 

Jaromir Jedliński, AR, Centrum Sztuki Współczesnej, Warszawa 

1990

Maria Hussakowska, Minimalizm – teoria i praktyka artystyczna. 

Fakty i interpretacje, Instytut Historii Sztuki Uniwersytetu 

Jagiellońskiego, Kraków 1998

Peter Bürger, Teoria awangardy, Universitas, Kraków 2006

Postmodernizm. Antologia przekładów, wybrał i przedmowa 

Ryszard Nycz, Wydawnictwo Baran i Suszczyński, Kraków 1997

Hal Foster, Powrót realnego. Awangarda u schyłku XX wieku, 

Universitas, Kraków 2010

 

Polish Art:

Wiesław Juszczak, Modernizm, Warszawa 1977



Sztuka wszędzie: Akademia Sztuk Pięknych w Warszawie 1904-

1944, katalog Zachęty, Warszawa 2012

Andrzej Turowski, Budowniczowie świata. Z dziejów radykalnego 

modernizmu w sztuce polskiej, Kraków 2000

Wojciech Włodarczyk, Socrealizm. Sztuka polska w latach 1950-

1954, Kraków 1990

Piotr Juszkiewicz, Od rozkoszy historiozofii do "gry v nic": polska 

krytyka artystyczna czasu odwilży, Poznań 2005

Piotr Piotrowski, Znaczenia modernizmu. W stronę sztuki polskiej 

po 1845 roku, Poznań 1999

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Universal Art:

Doris Bachmann-Medick, Cultural Turns. Nowe kierunki w naukach

o kulturze, Oficyna Naukowa, Warszawa 2012

Moderniści o sztuce, wybór, opracowanie i wstęp Elżbieta Grabska, 

PWN, Warszawa 1971

Artyści o sztuce, wybór i opracowanie Elżbieta Grabska i Hanna 

Morawska, PWN, Warszawa 1969

Andrzej Turowski, Między sztuka a komuną. Teksty awangardy 

rosyjskiej 1910-1932, Universitas, Kraków 1998

Surrealizm. Teoria i praktyka literacka. Antologia, wybór i 

tłumaczenie Adam Ważyk, Czytelnik, Warszawa 1973

Serge Guilbaut, Jak Nowy Jork ukradł ideę sztuki nowoczesnej. 

Ekspresjonizm abstrakcyjny, wolność i zimna wojna, Wydawnictwo 

HOTEL SZTUKI, Warszawa 1992

Leszek Brogowski, Ad Reinhardt, Informator ZPAF, Gdańsk 1984

Guy Debord, Społeczeństwo spektaklu oraz Rozważania o 

społeczeństwie spektaklu, PIW, Warszawa 2009

Arthur C. Danto, Po końcu sztuki. Sztuka współczesna i zatarcie się 

granic tradycji, Universitas, Kraków 2013

 

Polish Art:

Malarstwo polskiego modernizmu, wybór Wiesław Juszczak, 2004

Teoria i krytyka. Antologia tekstów o rzeźbie polskiej 1915-1939, 



wybór, opracowanie i wstęp Aleksandra Melbechowska-Luty i Irena 

Bal, Warszawa 2007

Władysław Strzemiński, Kobro Katarzyna, Kompozycja przestrzeni,

obliczenia rytmu czasoprzestrzennego, Łódź 1931 (Łódź 1994).

Czas debat. Krytyka artystyczna 1945-1954, wybór i opracowanie 

Piotr Słodkowski i Agata Pietrasik, Warszawa 2016

Jan Cybis, Notatki malarskie. Dzienniki 1954-1968, wybór Tadeusz 

Dominik, Warszawa 1980

Wojciech Włodarczyk, Akademia Sztuk Pięknych w Warszawie w 

latach 1944-2004, Warszawa 2005

Izabela Kowalczyk, Ciało i władza. Sztuka krytyczna w Polsce w 

latach 90., Poznań 2002

Raster. Macie swoich krytyków, opr. zbior., Warszawa 2009

Artur Żmijewski, Stosowane Sztuki Społeczne, 

http://www.krytykapolityczna.pl/dmdocuments/kp11-manifest.pdf

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

Knowledge - The student should attain knowledge in:

1. basic trends and phenomena in 20th and 21st century Polish and universal 

art age

2. key terms from the history of art in the 20th and 21st centuries

SKILLS

Skills - The student should be able to:

1. (at a rudimentary level) understanding of universal and Polish art against the 

background of

cultural, social and political changes in the 20th and 21st centuries

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

Social Competence - The student should be able to:

1. distinguish between the most important artistic environments, art trends, basic 

critical approaches to 20th and 21st century Polish and universal art.

2. a reflection on the roots of contemporary culture and the conditions of Polish art

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 -error-

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Propaedeutics of directing

2/ Teacher dr Agnieszka Korytkowska

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lecture / 30

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 

obligatory 

8/ Course type practical workshop

9/ Didactic methods workshop

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites Knowledge of Polish and world dramaturgy; basics of heuristics.

12/ Final requirements 
Ability to construct scene assignments, ability to creating directorial 

shorts.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Practical credit and director's explication.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The aim of the directing propaedeutics course is to acquaint students

with

basics of stage language, ability to construct tasks

scene, creating a coherent stage picture and skillfully

its creation. Additionally, students will learn the basics of various 

artistic activities related to the art of directing, acting, creating 

metaphor and stage sign, acting improvisational.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

1. K. Stanisławski, Praca aktora nad sobą.

2. K. Stanisławski, Praca aktora nad rolą.

3. P. Brook, Pusta przestrzeń.

4. M. Czechow, Praca aktora nad rolą

5. B. Walter, Co to jest teatr epicki? [w:] Brech w oczach krytuki 

światowej, red. i przeł. R. Szydłowski, Warszawa 1975.

6. B. Brecht, Małe organon dla teatru, przeł. A. Sowiński, 

"Pamiętnik Teatralny" 1955, z. 1.

7. B. Brecht, Krótki opis nowej techniki sztuki aktorskiej mającej na 

celu wywołanie efektu obcości, przeł. Z. Krawczykowski, "Dialog" 

1976, nr 9.

8. A. Wirth, Struktura sztuk Brechta, Wrocław 1996.

 

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

1. M. Schuler, S. Harrer, Podstawy gry aktorskiej, Szkoła Filmowa 

w Łodzi, 2018.

2. J. Maciejowski, K. Czeczot, Refleksnik, Szkoła Filmowa w 



Łodzi, 2018.

3. J. Garfein, Żyć i grać. Techniki dla aktora, Szkoła filmowa w 

Łodzi, 2016.

4. U. Hagen, Szacunek dla aktorstwa, Szkoła filmowa w Łodzi, 

2015.

5. J. Weston, Reżyserowanie aktorów, Wydawnictwo Marzec, 2010.

6. K. Johnstone, Impro, spontaniczne kreowanie świata, PWST 

Kraków, 2013.

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

Students will gain knowledge of different styles of directing and acting.

SKILLS The student acquires theoretical and practical skills to construct scenic worlds.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

The student is able to distinguish high quality stage works, is able to characterize a

skilfully set stage task, knows what it is

metaphor and stage sign, know its components and how to create them, know how 

to distinguish

The constituent characteristics of an author's artistic style.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Large theater room for stage activities, music player, workshop or 

assistance projector

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title History of theater

2/ Teacher prof. zw. Magdalena Raszewska

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lecture / 30

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 

obligatory 

8/ Course type theoretical

9/ Didactic methods lecture, presentation, didactic discussion

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 

passed the entrance exam for the first year of single-cycle master's 

studies

at the Faculty of Stage Design

12/ Final requirements knowledge of the material discussed

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

credit on the basis of active participation in classes (both in-person 

and on the Google Meet platform) and write

practice papers

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

- elements of the history of universal theater since ancient times until

now

- history of the polish theater from the earliest times to the present 

day

of today

- elements of theater theory - analysis of a theatrical work - theater 

architecture,

- introduction to the issues of opera and ballet theater

- the social, cultural and political role of theater

- shaping theatrical conventions (theater aesthetics)

- theater in the city space

- artistic portraits of the most prominent theater people (directors and

scenographers)

- changes in contemporary theater

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

 - red. John Russel Brown – Historia teatru; przekł. Hanna Baltyn, 

W-wa 2007; lub Margoth Berthold – Historia teatru; przekł. Danuta 

Żmij, W-wa 1980;

 - Józef Kelera - Krótka historia teatru w Europie, Wrocław 2018;

 - Zbigniew Raszewski – Krótka historia teatru polskiego, W-wa 

1977 i nast.;

 - Małgorzata Semil, Elżbieta Wysińska – Słownik współczesnego 

teatru; W-wa 1990;



 - Słownik wiedzy o teatrze, Wyd. „ParkEdukacja”, 2005;

 - Marcin Kościelniak -„Młodzi niezdolni” i inne teksty o twórcach 

współczesnego teatru,  Kraków 2014;

- Joanna Krakowska - PRL. Przedstawienia, Warszawa 2016;

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

- red. Marta Fik -  Przeciw konwencjom (antologia), W-wa 1995;

- Zygmunt Hubner - Sztuka reżyserii, Warszawa 2013;

- Dorota Jarząbek - Narodziny przedstawienia, Kraków 2016

- Dariusz Kosiński – Słownik teatru, Kraków 2006;

- Elżbieta Nowicka – Dzieje teatru w Polsce, Poznań 2000;

- Patrice Pavis – Słownik terminów teatralnych, Wrocław 2002;

- Piotr Morawski - Oświecenie. Przedstawienia, Warszawa 2017

- Piotr Gruszczyński – Ojcobójcy. Młodsi, zdolniejsi w teatrze 

polskim, W-wa 2003;

 

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

GRADUATE KNOWS AND UNDERSTANDS

K_W04 basic issues in the field of history of art, theater and cinema, theatrical and

film conventions, and can relate them to the creative process; P6S_WG

K_W06 Basic features of theater understood as a medium of creativity in the field 

of art; P6S_WG.

K_W12 Specification of specialized language in the field of theatrical, film and 

TV stage design. P6S_WG

SKILLS

GRADUATE CAN

K_U06 use the knowledge acquired during his/her studies in professional practice; 

P6S_UW

K_U17 solve a creative problem based on a given topic, read and interpret a script 

independently

 

K_U18 present his/her stage design concepts in discussion with the director and 

other collaborators; P6S_UK

 

K_U20 express themselves freely on their own work, and on other topics of 

general culture and art;

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

SOCIAL COMPETENCES: GRADUATE IS PREPARED TO

 

K_K01 interpret found inspirational sources and creatively use them in design 

process; P6S_KR

 

K_K03 Self-development and self-education; P6S_KK

 

K_K07 communicate effectively in own environment and community; P6S_KO

P6S_KK

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 ables, chairs, a whiteboard, a computer with a camera and 

microphone with internet connection, projector, DVD set, handy 

library



The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Costume design

2/ Teacher prof. Dorota Kołodyńska

3/ Assistants mgr Aleksandra Reda

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 90

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, first-cycle studies; level 6 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework - obligatory 

Stage Design, full-time studies, second-cycle studies; level 7 of 
Polish Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 
choice 

8/ Course type -error-

9/ Didactic methods 

Didactic dialogue with elements of workshops and exercises 
creative; revisions to individual projects implemented according to. 

designated topics; regular and organized consultations individual 
cases.

The consultations will take place using e-learning methods: mainly 
e-mail exchanges and telephone calls, and
Online group and individual meetings, primarily through Google 

Meet platform. On a case-by-case basis, after
by prior appointment, consultations will be held in the form of 

traditional, with safety requirements
applicable to the university.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites Passed undergraduate exam; independent thinking.

12/ Final requirements 
passing the exam closing the education process at the level of the 
first year of studies of the Bachelor's degree, including practical and 

theoretical classes.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Evaluation of term papers being a practical project realization of the 
assigned topics:

- evaluation of individual artistic work of a student

- Assessment of the level of knowledge and skills

- Assessment of the level of presentation and substantive evaluation 
of their project

- Assessment of individual creativity and ability to express it

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

- developing individual creativity
- to raise awareness of the role of experimentation in the creative 

process



- teaching skills of designing a costume understood

as an inseparable part of the overall scenographic concept;
building meaning through costume and the actor's body
- works connected with practical implementation of the designed
costumes

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Maria Gutkowska- Rychlewska, Historia ubiorów. Wyd. Zakład 

Narodowy im. Ossolińskich, Wrocław- Warszawa- Kraków, 1968
 

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Anna Sieradzka " Tysiąc lat ubioru w Polsce" Wyd Arkady, 2003

Moda. Historia od 18-go do 20-go wieku. Tom I, II. Instytut ubiorów
w Kyoto. Wyd Taschen, 2012
Antropologia Widowisk. Zagadnienia i wybór tekstów. Oprac. Agata
Chałupnik, Wojciech Dudzik, Leszek Kolankiewicz. Wydawnictwo 
Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego, 2008

Wiedza o kulturze, cz.3: Teatr w kulturze. Zagadnienia i wybór 
tekstów. Oprac. Wojciecj Dudzik, Leszek Kolankiewicz. 
Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego, 1991
Jan Kott "Szekspir współczesny", Wydawnictwo Literackie Kraków,

1991
Maria Rzepińska "Siedem wieków malarstwa europejskiego". 

Zakład Narodowy im. Ossolińskich, 1991
Maguelonne Toussaint-Samat "Historia stroju". W.A.B., 1998
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

K_W01- graduate knows detailed historical context of drama and art theory;

K_W02- graduate knows and understands the detailed principles concerning the 
disciplines related to fine arts (directing, interior design) allowing for the 

realization of team tasks, also of interdisciplinary character
K_W04 - the graduate knows and understands the cultural context of the history of
theater and cinema, theater and film conventions, and is able to integrate this 

knowledge in the creative process
K_W05 - the graduate knows and understands the specificity of media that 

compose theater language and their role in the process of building meanings;
K_W06 - graduate knows and understands the specific issues connected with the 
process of building narration and shaping meanings by means of spatial conditions;

K_W08 - graduate knows and understands the specific issues connected with the 
process of building narration and shaping meanings by means of spatial conditions

K_W08 - graduate knows and understands the role of abstract thinking in the 
process of solving artistic problems;

SKILLS K_U02 - the graduate is able to use in the expanded range various possibilities 
offered by media arts (photography, videoart, etc.);
K_U03 - the graduate can consciously use in their creative work their own 



experience, reflections, intuition, experiences and impressions coming from 

personal experiences
K_U04 - the graduate is able to get to the sources of inspiration and knowledge 
about the given topic and creatively apply them at particular stages of the project;
K_U05 - the graduate is able to create complete projects having extended 
knowledge on applying various means of expression and creative creation that can 

be found in scenography, costumes and animated figures;
K_U06 - the graduate is able to present the essence of his/her solutions to co-
workers and performers during the realization of extended theatrical, film and 
television projects;
K_U08 - the graduate is able to affect the viewers' sensitivity through the use of 

conscious synthesis of elements of music, theater and scenic arts
K_U09 - the graduate can consciously use the available artistic means, conventions
and aesthetic styles adequate for designing a spectacle
K_U10 - the graduate is able to define a creative problem on the basis of a given 
topic, reading and independent interpretation of the script;

K_U11 - the graduate can responsibly approach public presentations of the project 
in the form of a show, exhibition, multimedia presentation, also in relation to 
extended scenographic project;

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

K_K01 - the graduate is ready to become a fully competent and independent stage 

designer, able to consciously apply the acquired knowledge
K_K02 - the graduate is ready to initiate artistic activities within the widely 

understood culture (in particular it refers to undertaking interdisciplinary projects 
and complex scenography projects requiring cooperation with specialists in various
fields)

K_K03 - the graduate is ready to understand the need for constant self-
development with regard to himself/herself and other people

K_K04 - the graduate is ready to consciously lead various team activities in the 
field of creative undertakings, as well as to conduct his/her own project
K_K05 - the graduate is ready to professionally and consciously approach solving 

problems related to widely understood project work, as well as his/her own 
creative activity

K_K06 - the graduate is ready to understand and apply basic terms and rules of 
copyright law
K_K07 - the graduate is ready to fulfill his/her social role of an art school 

graduate;

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 computer, printer, TV set, digital camera, DVD, tables, chairs, 

sewing machines, dressmaking dummies, exhibition dummies, 
ironing station, textile materials, basic equipment for dyeing fabric; 
specialized albums, magazines.

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Drawing and painting

2/ Teacher prof. Tomasz Myjak

3/ Assistants mgr Małgorzata Fajge

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 120

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, first-cycle studies; level 6 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework - choice 

Stage Design, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - choice 
Stage Design, full-time studies, second-cycle studies; level 7 of 
Polish Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 
choice 

8/ Course type mandatory

9/ Didactic methods 

Conversation (didactic discussion, didactic dialogue) - group or 
individual classes with the participation of the teacher as a 

moderator or in a master-student relation, aimed at supporting 
individual students' predispositions in artistic fields: group 
correction, individual correction, review of works, preparation of an 

exhibition, show, multimedia presentation.
Exercises (creative, studio) - individual classes based on the exercise

of conscious use of drawing and painting tools.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
Passed entrance exam to the Academy of Fine Arts' Faculty of Stage 

Design.

12/ Final requirements Passed semester exam.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Exam

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The basis of education in semesters I and II in the Drawing and 

Painting Studio at the Department of Stage Design is the issue of 
drawing from observation, representation of solids in two-

dimensional form, recording reality with the use of line and spot. 
Special emphasis is placed on the anatomical drawing of the model 
and the relationship between object and space. The concept of color 

stain - "applique" - is introduced as a complement to the drawing 
layer.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

1. Hornung D. Kolor
2. Rzepińska M. Historia Koloru w dziejach malarstwa 

europejskiego
3. Hockney D. Wiedza tajemna – Sekrety technik malarskich 



Dawnych Mistrzów

4. Präkel D. Composition

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Monographic Albums - Photo and Painting
Theme/problem albums - photographic and pictorial
Publications on human anatomy

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

K_W11 the role of abstract thinking in the problem solving process visual arts;

SKILLS

K_U02 use abstract thinking in solving problems visual arts;

K_U03 make extended use of a variety of opportunities that gives media art 
(photography, video art, etc.);
K_U04 use to an extended extent the skills of conscious choice means of 
expression in the process of artistic expression;
K_U05 consciously use in creative work own experiences, reflections, intuition, 

experiences and impressions from personal experiences;
K_U06 plan and carry out complex artistic concepts and activities based on a 
variety of conventions;
 K_U07 access to sources of inspiration and knowledge in the field of the given 

topic and creatively apply them to the various phases of the project;
K_U08 consciously use the knowledge acquired during studies for further 

development of his/her own artistic personality as well as practically apply it in 
professional work;
K_U27 to express oneself in an expanded scope on general cultural and general-

plastic;
K_U28 verbalize emotional and intellectual content on the topic of the 

implemented
performance or art event;
K_U29 express their relationship to reality, define the place and role of the artist, 

his mission, as well as the sense and possibility of action, and an analysis of the 
relations between the artist and the

the world around you;

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

K_K03 understands the need for a continuous process of self-development in 
relation to yourself and others;

K_K04 consciously lead a variety of team activities in
area of creative endeavors, and to conduct their own project;
K_K05 functioning in accordance with an individually developed system

appropriate to his or her personal tastes and circumstances;
K_K06 continuously enrich their human and creative consciousness; K_K07 to 

have an extended ability to adapt to
new, changing circumstances that may occur during the performance of 
professional or creative work;

K_K08 to consciously plan his/her professional career path based on the skills and 
knowledge acquired in the course of studies and the knowledge acquired in the 

process of
continuing self-education;
K_K10 critically analyze his/her work and understand the need for continuous
self-study process;

K_K11 to consciously use (based on knowledge and skills) psychological 



mechanisms within self-creation as well as

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 A studio equipped with easels, drawing boards, cubbies
Sanitary facilities

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Designing a film space

2/ Teacher dr Marcel Sławiński

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 90

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, first-cycle studies; level 6 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework - obligatory 
Stage Design, full-time studies, second-cycle studies; level 7 of 
Polish Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 
choice 

8/ Course type compulsory, directional education

9/ Didactic methods 

- Lectures exercises during classes illustrated with iconography
- Project consultations and revisions
- e-learning
- Seminars
- Seminar (dialogue and didactic discussion)
- Multimedia presentations
- Practical exercises - implementation of technology projects and 
construction techniques
film decoration
- Presence on film sets and in TV studios
- The presence of film and television sets at the construction site

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 

- Passed exam for third semester of undergraduate studies -
-Basic art skills to qualify for creative
work
- Spatial Design Knowledge Base
- Ability to communicate in a group
- Ability to express opinions and views

12/ Final requirements - passing the exam after the 6th semester (concerning practical 
classes, theoretical classes and e
learning) or a bachelor's exam in case of choosing a studio

- B.A. exam: includes independent execution of the full design work 
concerning
film scenography (film, TV theater, advertisement) including a set of
technical drawings, artistic
visualizations or spatial realizations realized in an interesting artistic 
form
based on a selected text, scenario or idea of the work. Publishing and
defending the



The Bachelor's thesis before the Faculty Examination Commission, 
whose members sovereignly grant
grade for the project. The final grade is the average awarded by the 
members of the Evaluation Committee.
- The completed project should be based on one's own concept 
inspired by
The project should be based on one's own concept inspired by a 
script or literary work.
- The work implemented in the form of a project presentation - 
visual, photographic
- (with the possibility of using recorded images in film technology) -
technical and graphical (design, visualization)
technical and graphical (design, visualization) elaboration of 
elements of the designed decoration
- Analytical projects of characters in costumes.
- Description and analysis of the developed theme. Defense of the 
Bachelor's thesis before the
Faculty Examination Committee, whose members sovereignly 
assign a grade for the project.
The final grade is the average, awarded by the members of the 
Committee. The average refers to the thesis
practical thesis Defense and presentation, as well as the average 
grade from 6 semesters of study.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

The condition for the assessment is the completion and presentation 
of all exercises
- assessment of the artistic value of the presented works 
- evaluation of the technical quality of the presented works 
- evaluation of independence within the creative work 
- regularity of work 
- The grading scale is defined by the points used in the Faculty of 
Stage Design.

BA Thesis:
assessment of the artistic and substantive level of the BA thesis, 
assessment of the level of public
presentation and defense

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The curriculum is designed to prepare students for independent 
creation of projects and their
execution in the field of film scenography in TV theater and 
advertising. Develop the ability to draw
develop perspective drawing and technical visualization of the 
designed images, including interiors and open-air locations.
 
The realized design activities, based on the knowledge of technique, 
technology and creation will allow to
recognize production possibilities
Students will expand their ability to interpret texts and analyze them 
in terms of creating the space
image. The goal is to be able to design creatively in an 



interdisciplinary team

The goal is to be able to design creatively in an interdisciplinary 
team, taking into account the medium of the camera, and to be able 
to present creative
creative possibilities.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

1. Tytuł : „Production Design & Art Direction Screencraft” Autor: 
Peter Ettedgui,
Wyd.Roto Vision, SBN 2-88046-364-5 e-mail: 
sales@rotovision.com
2. Tytuł: Film Architecture: Set Designs from Metropolis to Blade 
Runner
Autor: Dietrich Neumann
Wyd. Prestel. Munich, New York. ISBN 3-7913-1605-2
3. Tytuł: Alexandre Trauner Decors de cinema . Wyd. Editions Jade- 
Flammarion 1988
ISBN 2-08-203005-9
4. Tytuł: Learning from Hollywood. Architecture and Film. 
Architektur und Film
Autor: Hans Dieter Schaal
Wyd. Edition Axel Menges 1996, Stuttgart, London. ISBN 3-
930698-70-6
5. Tytuł: Setting the Scene. The Great Hollywood Art Directors. 
Autor: Robert S. Sennett
Wyd. Harry N. Abrams, Inc., Publishers.ISBN 0-8109-3846-4
6. Tytuł: Screen Deco. Autor: Howard Mandelbaum, Eric 
Myers.Wyd. St. Martin’s Press, New York
ISBN 0-312-01087-7 (pbk)
7. Tytuł: Forties Screen Style: A Celebration of High Pastiche in 
Hollywood.
Autor: Howard Mandelbaum, Eric Myers
Wyd. St. Martin’s Press, New York. ISBN –0-312-03343-5
8. Tytuł: Designing Dreams. Modern Architecture in the Movies. 
Autor: Donald Albrecht
Wyd. Thames and Hudson, 1986. ISBN 0-500-27456-8
9. Tytuł: The Art of Hollywood. A Thames Television Exhibition at 
the Victoria and Albert Museum.
Autor: John Hambley, Patrick Downing, Graham Guest
Wyd. Thames television LTD 1979. ISBN 423-00510 –3
10. Tytuł: Caligari’s Cabinet and Other Grand Illusions. A History of
Film Design.
Autor: Leon Barsacq. Wyd. New York Graphic Society. Boston. 
ISBN 0-8212-0620-6
11. Tytuł: Designer Drafting For the Entertainment World. Autor: 
Patricia Woodbridge
Wyd. Focal Press
12.Tytuł: Perspective Drawing For the Theatre. Autor: Harry 
Morgan
Wyd. Drama Books Specialists (Publishers), New York. ISBN 0-



910482-87-X
13. Tytuł: Filmmaker’s Guide to Production Design
autor: Vincent LoBrutto Wydawnictwo: Allworth Press, New York, 
ISBN –1 58115- 224-8
 
1 Tytuł: Słownik adaptacji filmowych Autor: Andrzej Kołodyński, 
Konrad Zarębski
Wyd. Park Edukacja wydawnictwo szkolne PWN ISBN 978-83-
7446-724-7
2 Tytuł; Labirynt Światła Autor: Jerzy Wójcik
Wyd. Canonia
3 Tytuł: Teatr TV i jego artyści Autor; Henryk Bieniewski
Wyd. PIW Warszawa ISBN 978-83-06-03241-3
4. Historia kina polskiego T. Lubelski- K.J. Zarębski
Wyd. Fundacja kino 2007 ISBN978-83-922850-2-1
5. Scenografia Autor: Starski Allan, Stanisławska Irena
Wyd. Wojciech Marzec 2013

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

1. Tytuł: Authentic Decor. The Domestic Interior 1620 – 1920. 
Autor: Peter Thornton
Wyd. Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London. ISBN 0-297785044
2. Tytuł: Nineteenth-Century Decoration. The Art of the Interior. 
Autor: Charlotte Gere
Wyd. Harry N. Abrams, Inc. New York. ISBN 0-8109-1382-8
3. Tytuł: Eighteenth Century Decoration. Design and the Domestic 
Interior in England.
Autor: Charles Saumarez Smith. Wyd. Harry N. Abrams, Inc. 
Publishers
ISBN 0-8109-3255-5
4. Tytuł: Seventeenth Century Interior Decoration in England, 
France & Holland.
Autor: Peter Thornton. Wyd. Yale University Press, New Haven and 
London
Library of Congress catalog card number: 77 -91067
ISBN 0-300-021933 (cloth); 0-300-02776-1 (paper)
5.Tytuł: The Italian Renaissance Interior 1400-1600. Autor: Peter 
Thornton
Wyd. Harry N. Abrams, Inc., Publishers, New York.ISBN 0-8109-
3459-0
6. Tytuł: The Styles of Ornament. Autor: Alexander Speltz
Wyd. Dover Publications, Inc, New York ISBN 0-486-20557-6
7. Tytuł: Handbook of Ornament. Autor: Franz Sales Meyer
Wyd. Dover Publications, Inc, New York. ISBN 0-486-23480-0

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

K_W01 detailed historical context of drama and art theory; P7S_WG
K_W02
detailed rules concerning disciplines related to fine arts (directing, 
interior design) allowing for the realization of teamwork tasks, also of 
interdisciplinary character;
P7S_WG 



P7S_WK
K_W03 problems connected with technologies and materials necessary in the 
process of designing 
K_W03 problems related to technologies and materials necessary in the process of 
designing film and television scenography;
P7S_WG 
P7S_WK
K_W06 detailed issues connected with the process of building narration and 
shaping 
meanings by means of spatial conditions; P7S_WG
K_W07
problems connected with the functioning of the stage designer profession in the 
K_W07 problems connected with the functioning of the profession of stage 
designer in the financial, organisational and legal context; knows the rules of 
health and safety at work, with 
paying special attention to copyright issues;
P7S_WG

SKILLS K_U01 apply the laws of spatial composition and visual structures, and is able to 
practically apply them in the process of scenography design; P7S_UW
K_U03 consciously use in creative work his/her own experiences, reflections, 
intuition 
experiences and impressions coming from personal experiences; 
P7S_UW 
P7S_UU
K_U05
create complete design studies having extended knowledge in the field of 
use of various means of expression and creative creation provided by scenography,

cos^um, animated figure;
P7S_UW
K_U06 present the essence of his/her solutions to co-workers and performers 
during 
realization of extended theatrical, film and television projects; 
P7S_UK 
P7S_UO
K_U07
make technical drawings for all theatrical studios (detailed 
draw the elements of the designed scenery, use all 
scale of technical drawing, using it as needed in the framework of 
realization of extended theatrical, film and television projects; 
P7S_UW
K_U09 make conscious use of available artistic means, conventions and styles 
K_U09 use consciously available artistic means, conventions and aesthetic styles 
proper for the designed spectacle;
P7S_UW 
P7S_UU
K_U10 define a creative problem on the basis of a given topic, reading and 
independent interpretation of a script; P7S_UW 
interpretation of the script;



P7S_UW 
P7S_UU
K_U12
use linguistic skills in the field of visual arts, appropriate for 
arts relevant to the major of scenography, in accordance with the requirements 
specified for level B+
of Common European Framework of Reference for Languages.
P7S_UK

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

K_K01 to become a fully competent and independent stage designer, able to 
consciously use the acquired knowledge;
P7S_KK 
P7S_KO
K_K02
initiate artistic activities within the broadly understood culture (in particular 
this applies especially to interdisciplinary projects and 
of interdisciplinary projects and complex scenographic projects requiring the 
cooperation 
specialists in various fields); 
P7S_KK 
P7S_KO
K_K03 Understand the need for a continuous process of self-development in 
relation to himself/herself and others. 
K_K03 to understand the need for continuous self-development of oneself and 
others; P7S_KK
K_K04 consciously lead various team activities in the area of creative 
K_K04 to consciously lead various team activities in the area of creative 
undertakings and to conduct own project;
P7S_KR 
P7S_KO
K_K05 approach professionally and responsibly to solve problems 
P7S_KR P7S_KO K_K05 to approach professionally and responsibly in solving 
problems concerning widely understood project work, as well as own creative 
activity;
P7S_KK 
P7S_KO

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Camera work, elements (greenscrean) for post production work, 
computer, laptop, plasma with dvd and vis tables, photocopier ,
magazines, albums, film library, photo material

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Stage Design

2/ Teacher prof. Marek Chowaniec

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code PS/II/1

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 30

7/ Studies 

8/ Course type Supplementary

9/ Didactic methods 

Dialogue with elements of workshop activities and exercises. 
Revisions of individual projects carried out according to assigned 
topics. Regular individual consultations.

 

Classes in direct contact, with sanitary restrictions resulting from the
Rector's order.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
Passed exam to close the education process at the sophomore level 
of a first-year degree program.

12/ Final requirements 
Passing the exam to close the education process at the third year 
level.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Evaluation of the semester works, which are the practical project 

implementation of the assigned topics:

- evaluation of individual artistic work of a student

- Assessment of the level of knowledge and skills

- Assessment of the level of presentation and substantive defense of 

their project

- Assessment of individual creativity and ability to express it

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

- developing individual creativity

- sensitizing to the role of experiments in the creative process

- teaching the basics of stage design

- acquainting with the elements of practical work on stage design

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Zbigniew Raszewski, "Krótka historia teatru polskiego", Warszawa, 
PIW.

Władysław Strzemiński, "Teoria widzenia", Kraków, Wydawnictwo 
Literackie.



Denise Bablet, "Rewolucje sceniczne XX wieku", Warszawa, 1980.

Zenobiusz Strzelecki, "Współczesna scenografia polska", Warszawa,
1983 (album) i 1984 (komentarz).

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Hiltrud Oman, "Joseph Beuys. Die Kunst auf dem Weg zum Leben",
Monachium, 1998.
Margot Berthold, "Historia teatru", Warszawa, Wydawnictwo 

Artystyczne i Filmowe.
Marvey K. Smith, "Scene design and stage lighting", Nowy Jork.

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

Graduate knows and understands:
K_W02 - problems related to techniques and technologies of scenographic 
creation;

K_W03 - basic issues of disciplines related to the visual arts
disciplines related to fine arts (directing, interior design), allowing for the 
realization of team
interdisciplinary character;

K_W08 - basics of practical knowledge in drawing, painting, mul^media and
architecture;

K_W09 - specificity of media constituting theater language and their role in the 
process of building
meanings;

K_W10 - specificity of specialized language in the field of theatrical, film and TV 
stage design.

SKILLS

Graduates are able to:
K_U01 - consciously use the basic laws of spatial composition and structures
visual structures;

K_U04 - realize own artistic concepts based on various conventions
K_U06 - make use of various possibilities of expression and creative creation 

provided by
scenography, costume, animated figure, clothing design;
K_U07 - understand the relations between the shape of a work of art and the

strand of meaning opened by it;
K_U08 - cooperate with others on team works and projects, also

interdisciplinary tasks;
K_U10 - pose a creative problem on the basis of a given topic, reading and 
independent

interpretation of the script.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

The graduate is ready to:
K_K01 - undertake interpretation of found sources of inspiration and creatively use

them in the
in the design process;

K_K03 - communicate effectively within their own environment and community
K_K04 - solve effectively problems related to widely understood design work
K_K04 - solve problems connected with design work in the broad sense of the 
term, as well as with own artistic creation;

K_K05 - use professional terminology in the field of scenography freely.
 



18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Computer, printer, television set, DVD, tables, technical plans of 

theaters and auditoriums, catalogs of material samples, specialized 
albums and magazines.
 

Possible hybrid classes. Exercises and lectures in direct contact, with

sanitary restrictions resulting from the Rector's decree.

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Puppet theatre stage design

2/ Teacher dr hab. Katarzyna Proniewska-Mazurek

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 90

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, first-cycle studies; level 6 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework - obligatory 

Stage Design, full-time studies, second-cycle studies; level 7 of 
Polish Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 
choice 

8/ Course type course subject

9/ Didactic methods 

Creation of an individual project, didactic dialogue, occasional 
workshop activities.

 

A hybrid system of work (depending on the stage of development of 
the pandemic situation - online classes or classes at the University)

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
obtaining a credit for the first year of undergraduate studies at the 
Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw

12/ Final requirements 

Completion of practical project, participation in class and in 

preparation of final year exhibition,
 

In order to pass the 1st semester assignment you should :
1. in the completion of the first assignment :

- hand in an explication with refined conception (as a text file)
- present printed documentation materials

- make a model of the scene and scenography
- present the storyboard e.g. on the basis of photographs of changes 
of the decoration in the model

- present puppet and costume designs in working form
2. complete task 2 (in full)

In order to pass semester II you are required to :
1. hand in the fully completed task number 1

2. complete task number 2 (presented at the beginning of the 2nd 
semester)
 

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 

The credit of the course is based on the assessment of individual 

student work,



methods and criteria) 

 

The mark will be lowered in the case of incomplete realization of the
task, realization of work of lowered artistic and substantive value, 
low attendance during classes.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

Objectives:

- to develop skills of creative thinking and interpretation of stage 
image,

- improving skills of choosing artistic means adequate to the 

expressed content.

- developing skills of creating animated object on the basis of 
analysis of specified problematic,

- understanding the nature of puppet theater scenography

- developing skills of designing an animated object and scenography 
based on the interpretation of a theme outlined in a literary text,

- understanding the role of conscious decision about the use of 

puppet in realization.

- understanding the influence of new media on the evolution of 

puppetry in contemporary theater,

- knowing basic types of puppets.

- developing the attitude of openness towards challenges connected 

with searching for innovative constructional solutions and using 
modern materials,

- developing the ability to make statements in the field of sculpture 
based on the analysis of specific problems,

- building awareness of the role of applied materials and their 

influence on the way of animation and building meanings,

- developing awareness of the role of appropriately selected way of 

animating an object in the context of building meanings,

- introducing the basics of the ability to present the completed task.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

-error-

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

-error-



17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

GRADUATE KNOWS AND UNDERSTANDS:
K_W02 issues related to techniques and technologies of scenographic creation;
K_W07 basic processes of building narratives and shaping meanings by means of 
constructing spatial circumstances;
K_W10 specificity of media constituting theater language and their role in the 

process of meaning construction;

SKILLS

GRADUATE CAN:
K_U01 consciously use the basic laws of spatial composition and visual structures;

K_U03 consciously use, to a basic degree, a variety of possibilities offered by 
media arts (photography, video art, etc.)
K_U04 consciously choose appropriate means of expression in the process of 
artistic expression;

K_U07 make use of various possibilities of expression and creative creation that 
are offered by scenography, costume, animated figure, clothing design;
K_U08 search for new technologies in order to use them within the forms of 
imaging;

K_U09 understand the relationship between the shape of a work of art and the 
band of meaning it opens 

K_U11 clearly present the essence of their solutions to collaborators and 
performers;
K_U16 use collected source materials and trends present in contemporary 

scenography
K_U17 to pose a creative problem based on a given topic, reading and independent

interpretation of the script
K_U19 consciously present and logically justify the assumptions and purpose of 
the project;

K_U21 give a professional presentation of their project in the form of a show, 
exhibition and multimedia presentation;

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

THE GRADUATE IS READY TO:
K_K01 undertake interpretation of found sources of inspiration and creatively use 
them in the design process;

K_K03 to independently conduct the process of self-development and self-
education;

K_K04 use his/her ethical and aesthetic values and knowledge of his/her own 
creative personality effectively
K_K06 analyze critically his/her own work and understand the need for continuous

self-education
K_K07 communicate effectively within their own environment and community

K_K09 effectively solve problems related to widely understood project work, as 
well as their own artistic creation;
K_K10 fluently use professional terminology in the field of scenography

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Projector, camera, extractor for working with potentially harmful 
materials, drill and other basic tools, head carving stands (12)



The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Sculpture

2/ Teacher dr hab. Boris Schwencke

3/ Assistants dr hab. Boris Schwencke

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 60

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, second-cycle studies; level 7 of 
Polish Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 

choice 
Stage Design, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 
obligatory 

8/ Course type general

9/ Didactic methods 

The primary teaching methods are:

1. Composition exercises
2. Material exercises

3. Study exercises based on a character study (portrait)
4. Workshop exercises
5. Documentation and presentation of work

6. Discussing tasks and reviewing work
If it is not possible to conduct classes in the form of stationary 

classes will be held using tools
long distance communication.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites Passing the entrance exam

12/ Final requirements Passed final exam for practical classes (exercises)

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

1. Evaluation of the artistic and technical level of the works. - 50%

2. Evaluation of the degree of commitment to the program. - 50%

If it is not possible to conduct classes in the form of stationary 

classes will be held using tools
long distance communication.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

1. Composition exercises
2. material exercises
3. Portrait (head study in clay)

4. Character Study / Animal Study
5. Author's project (Master's studies)

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

1. Gottfried Bammes: The Artist’s Guide to Human Anatomy, Search
Press, 2014.

2. G. Duby / J. L. Daval: Sculpture. From Antiquity to the Present 
Day, Taschen, 2010.



3. Paul Jackson, Structural Packaging: Design Your Own Boxes and 

3D Forms, 2012.
4. Paul Jackson, Folding Techniques for Designers: From Sheet to 
Form; Pap/Cdr 2011.
5. N. Penny: The Materials of Sculpture, Yale University Press, 
1993.

6. H. Read: Modern Sculpture, Thames and Hudson, 1987.
 

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Albumy monograficzne oraz publikacje dotyczące anatomii 
człowieka, np.
1. Gottfried Bammes: The Artist’s Guide to Animal Anatomy, Search

Press, 2014.
2. E. H. Gombrich: The Story of Art, Phaidon, 1996.
3. Wang Shaoqiang, Paper Works, Gingko Press 2012.

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

KNOWLEDGE: GRADUATE KNOWS AND UNDERSTANDS

K_W03 issues connected with technologies and materials necessary in design 
process; P7S_WG P7S_WK

K_W08 the role of abstract thinking in solving artistic problems; P7S_WK

SKILLS

SKILLS: GRADUATE CAN
K_U01 apply the laws of spatial composition and visual structures and know how 

to use them in practice in the design process; P7S_UW
K_U03 consciously use in creative work his/her own experience, reflections, 

intuition, experiences and impressions coming from personal experiences; 
P7S_UW P7S_UU
K_U04 reach the sources of inspiration and knowledge in the given topic and 

creatively apply them in individual phases of project; P7S_UU

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

SOCIAL COMPETENCE: THE GRADUATE IS PREPARED TO
K_K02 to initiate artistic activities within widely understood culture; P7S_KK 

P7S_KO 2
K_K03 understand the need for a continuous process of self-development in 

relation to oneself and others; P7S_KK
K_K07 to fulfill the social role of a graduate of art school. P7S_KO

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Studio equipped with sculpture cauldrons, drawing boards, 
sculpture tools and materials

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title History of costume

2/ Teacher dr Anna Straszewska

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code HKOS/II/1

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 

lecture / 30

7/ Studies 

8/ Course type complementary

9/ Didactic methods 

course lecture based on the author's program supplemented 

mulitimedia presentation (prepared on the basis of historical 

iconography and photographs of preserved monuments), as well as a

show

reconstruction of historical clothing and preserved objects from The 

following are some of the examples of the 20th century from private 

collections; at least one is foreseen

Exit to the museum storerooms. Lecture conducted in the form of on

line on the google meets platform with the possibility to listen in

any time

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 

basic knowledge of Polish and European history as well as history of

european art and culture

12/ Final requirements Credit after the first semester and the second semester

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Credit (preparation of presentation) and written exam (involving 

problem questions and a slide deck).

Mastery of knowledge of the history of clothing within a culture 

European and in Poland from the earliest times to the end of the 20th

century

age according to the material covered in the lecture.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The classes are designed to give students knowledge about the 

history of clothing, which can be used in designing historical 

costumes (with an awareness of the differences between 

reconstruction, styling and costume). Completing a full cycle of 

lectures will allow students to distinguish forms of clothing and 

fashion styles in different historical periods and regions of Europe, 

as well as to familiarize themselves with the social and moral 

context of fashion. The class also aims to make future costume 

designers aware that the form of clothing was the result of 

construction and tailoring methods that changed over time and 

improved with the development of textile technology.

The course curriculum includes:



- history of dress and fashion of the Mediterranean countries (mainly

Europe), starting from ancient Mesopotamia and Egypt to the end of 

the 20th century in the context of culture and customs;

- history of clothing in Poland against the background of European 

fashion from the earliest times to the present day with emphasis on 

local distinctiveness;

- basic knowledge about old fabrics, haberdashery, fashion 

accessories and clothing accessories;

- introduction to the history of tailoring and textile technology (with 

emphasis on the transformations of the cut)

- profiles of selected fashion designers and costume designers from 

the 18th to the 20th century.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

François Boucher, Historia mody. Dzieje ubiorów od czasów 

prehistorycznych do końca XX wieku, Warszawa 2003;

Anna Sieradzka, Tysiąc lat ubiorów w Polsce, Warszawa 2003;

Małgorzata Możdżyńska-Nawotka, O modach i strojach, Wrocław 

2002, 2005;

Anna Straszewska, Strój polski w malarstwie od XVI do XIX wieku,

Warszawa 2013;

Ewa Orlińska-Mianowska, Modny świat XVIII wieku. Katalog 

ubiorów od początku XVIII do początku XIX wieku ze zbiorów 

Muzeum Narodowego w Warszawie, Warszawa 2003;

Joanna Dobkowska, Joanna Wasilewska, W cieniu koronkowej 

parasolki. O modzie i obyczajach w XIX wieku, Warszawa 2016

Anna Sieradzka, Moda w przedwojennej Polsce, Warszawa 2013;

Joanna Mruk, Moda kobieca w okupowanej Polsce, Łódź 2017;

Aleksandra Boćkowska, To nie są moje wielbłądy. O modzie w PRL,

Wołowiec 2015;

Historia mody, red. naukowa Marnie Fogg, przedmowa Valerie 

Steele, Warszawa 2013;

Piotr Szaradowski, Francja elegancja Z historii haute couture, 

Wrocław 2016;

Lehnert Gertrud, Historia mody XX wieku, Köln 2001.

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Maria Gutkowska-Rychlewska, Historia ubiorów, Wrocław-

Warszawa-Kraków 1968; 

Ewa Orlińska-Mianowska, Modny świat XVIII wieku. Katalog 

ubiorów od początku XVIII do początku XIX wieku ze zbiorów 

Muzeum Narodowego w Warszawie, Warszawa 2003;

Marta Michałowska, Leksykon włókiennictwa, Warszawa 2006;

Irena Turnau, Słownik ubiorów, Warszawa 1999;

Krystyna Turska, Ubiór dworski w Polsce w dobie pierwszych 

Jagiellonów, Wrocław-i in. 1987;

Małgorzata Możdżyńska-Nawotka, Od zmierzchu do świtu. Historia 

mody balowej, Wrocław 2007;

Agata Roćko, Kontusz i frak. O symbolice stroju w XVIII-wiecznej 

literaturze polskiej, Warszawa 2015; 

Janet Arnold, Patterns of Fashion 1. Cut and construction of 

women's clothing, 1660-1860, London 1977;

Seventeenth-Century Women’s Dress Patterns, ed. Jenny Tiramani, 



Susan North, London_New York 2012;

Norah Waugh, Margaret Woodward, The Cut of Women’s Clothes: 

1600-1930, London-Boston 1985;

Norah Waugh, The Cut of Men’s Clothes: 1600-1900, London 1994;

Norah Waugh, Corsets and Crinolines, New York 2004.

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

KNOWLED
GE

The graduate should acquire knowledge in the field of

1. the history of clothing in Europe and Poland from the earliest times to the 

present within the basic scope according to the material presented in class;

2. construction and cut of historical clothing

3. history of customs and culture and their influence on the way of dressing in 

particular times and regions.

KNOWLED
GE

SKILLS

The graduate should be able to:

1. distinguish between historical eras and styles in fashion;

2. recognize types and names of historical clothing;

2. find sources for designing historical clothing (iconography, patterns, tailoring 

techniques).

SKILLS

SKILLS

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

The graduate should be able to:

1. interpret historical costumes in film and theater in the context of the different 

aesthetic norms of the past and present;

2. translate the acquired knowledge into the language of their own artistic work

3. to broaden their knowledge of historical costume on their own to the extent that 

interests them.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 -error-

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title History of philosophy

2/ Teacher dr Piotr Teodorczuk

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Międzywydziałowa Katedra Historii i Teorii Sztuki

6/ C ourse form / hours 
conversational lecture / 30

7/ Studies 

Conservation and Restoration of Works of Art, full-time studies, 
long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish Qualifications Framework, 

konserwacja i restauracja rzeźby kamiennej i elementów 
architektury - obligatory 
Conservation and Restoration of Works of Art, full-time studies, 
long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish Qualifications Framework, 
konserwacja i restauracja książki, grafiki i skóry zabytkowej - 

obligatory 

Conservation and Restoration of Works of Art, full-time studies, 
long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish Qualifications Framework, 
konserwacja i restauracja malarstwa i rzeźby polichromowanej - 

obligatory 
Conservation and Restoration of Works of Art, full-time studies, 

long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish Qualifications Framework, 
konserwacja i restauracja tkaniny zabytkowej - obligatory 
Interior Design, full-time studies, first-cycle studies; level 6 of 

Polish Qualifications Framework - obligatory 

8/ Course type 
a compulsory subject, basic, two-semester, in the 2nd year bachelor 
degree

9/ Didactic methods 
Conversational lecture - with the use of multimedia presentation, 

enriched by a discussion on the issues raised.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
Posiadanie podstawowych wiadomości, dotyczące historii kultury i 

filozofii europejskiej;

12/ Final requirements 
Have a basic understanding of European cultural history and 
philosophy;

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Oral exam evaluating the degree of mastery of knowledge of the 
basic issues and problems of philosophy, especially those discussed 
at lectures. 

The prerequisite for passing is:
1/ activity of the participants during the classes;

2/ knowledge of the lectures content and analyzed issues;
3/ positive answer of the written test (at the end of the winter 
semester); 
4/ at the end of the year oral examination on the content of annual 

classes.



Grading scale according to the scoring system adopted by the 

faculty, i.e. the grading scale: from 2 (ndst) to 5+ (excellent).

Attention:

The form of credit/examination will depend on the epidemiological 

situation. (I propose the credit/examination in remote, written form 
in asynchronous mode);

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The main goal of the course is to introduce the basic philosophical 
ideas present in European culture and to get to know the ways and 
methods with which philosophers tried to answer their questions.

Moreover, the aim of the course is for students to gain skills
- to orient oneself in philosophical problems;
- to use philosophical terms
- recognizing contemporary trends in philosophy
- to make their own judgments and opinions on contemporary 

culture
- to look critically at the phenomena occurring in the world and 
theories describing them
- to express themselves and formulate thoughts on philosophical 

subjects;
- further independent education in this field.

 
Curriculum content for two semesters (winter and summer) :
Lecture along with discussion of the issues raised. 

The topic may take 1-2 classes.
1. Philosophy its structure, issues, systems, epochs, people. 

Presentation of the program and organizational matters concerning 
the year-long class. 
2. Beginnings of Greek philosophy. Ionian philosophy of nature.

Socrates and his epoch. 
4. analysis and discussion of excerpts from Socrates' Defense r. I-

XVIII (multiple editions, e.g., in: Plato, Uczta, Euthyphron, The 
Defence of Socrates and others, PWN, Warsaw 1982, pp.245-270).
5) Plato's idealism. 

6. Analysis and discussion of fragments of Plato's State, book 7, p. 
514-521, (many editions, e.g.: PWN p. 358-370).

7. the philosophy of Aristotle. 
8. The post-Docene philosophies of Greece and Rome.
9. Medieval philosophy and aesthetics, from patristics to scholastics,

dispute about universals. 
10. Modern philosophy. Empiricism and rationalism. 

11. Analysis and discussion of fragments of Descartes' Meditations, 
Meditation 2, ( e.g.: PWN, Warsaw 1958, T.1, p.30-45).
12. the Enlightenment and the encyclopedists.
13. Kant, transcendentalism, aesthetics.

14. Analysis and discussion of fragments: Kant I., Critique of the 
power of judging, PWN, Warsaw 1986, pp. 61-64, 231-237. 
German philosophy in the Romanticism period (Herder, Goethe, F. 



Schiller, Schlegel brothers and Yenian romanticism).

16. German idealism, Hegel, his philosophy and aesthetics.
Analysis and discussion of fragments of Hegel's Lectures on 
aesthetics (PWN, Warsaw 1964, T.1, p.3-7).
18. Philosophical ideas of the XIXth century. Schopenhauer, 
Kierkegaard, positivism, philosophy of life.

Philosophical basis of psychoanalysis (Z. Freud, A. Adler, C.G. 
Jung).
20. Analysis and discussion of excerpts: Freud Z. O psychoanalysis, 
OW Book Serwice, Poznań 1992, lecture I-III, pp. 5-54.
Phenomenology (E. Husserl, M. Scheler, M. Heidegger, R. 

Ingarden). 
Existentialism (M. Heidegger, K. Jaspers, G. Marcel, J.-P. Sartre).
23) Hermeneutics. (M. Heidegger, H.-G. Gadamer).
24. personalism (J. Maritain, E. Mounier).
25. Józef Tischner's philosophy of drama, relations with 

phenomenology, hermeneutics and dialogical philosophy.
26. Analysis and discussion of fragments: Józef Tischner's 
Philosophy of Drama (Znak, Kraków 2001, pp. 7-21). 
27) Postmodernism - theories and concepts (J.- F. Lyotard, G. 

Deleuze, J. Derrida, J. Baudrillard).
28 Analysis and discussion of excerpts: Lyotard J-F., Answer to the 

question:, what is postmodernism? in Nycz Ryszard (ed.), 
Postmodernism. An Anthology of Translations, Baran and 
Szuszczyński Publishers, Cracow 1998, p. 47-61. 

Summary of a year-long course in history of philosophy.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Literature: (winter and summer semesters)

a/ Basic literature (textbooks):

1. Kunzmann P. i inni, Atlas filozofii, Prószyński i S-ka, Warszawa 

1999.

2. Tatarkiewicz WŁ., Historia filozofii, PWN Warszawa (wiele 
wydań).

excerpts from source texts:

1. Platon, Obrony Sokratesa, r. I-XVIII w: Platon, Uczta, Eutyfron, 
Obrona Sokrates i inne, PWN, Warszawa 1982, s.245-270.

2. Platon, Państwo, ks. 7, p. 514-521, PWN, wiele wydań s. 358-
370.

3. Kartezjusz, Medytacje..., (Medytacja 2),PWN, Warszawa 1958, 
T.1, s.30-45.

4. Kant I., Krytyka władzy sądzenia, (ks.1, p.1 i 2 oraz ks. 2, p. 46 i 
47), PWN, Warszawa 1986, s. 61-64, 231-237.



5. Hegel, Wykłady o estetyce, (Wstęp, I.1. Piękno w przyrodzie i 

piękno w sztuce), PWN, Warszawa 1964, T.1, s. 3-7.

6. Freud Z. O psychoanalizie, OW Book Serwice, Poznań 1992, 
(wykład I-III), s. 5-54.

7. Tischner J., Filozofii dramatu, (Wstęp), Znak, Kraków 2001, s. 7-
21.

8. Lyotard J-F., Odpowiedź na pytanie:, co to jest postmodernizm? 
w: Nycz Ryszard (red.), Postmodernizm. Antologia przekładów, 

Wyd. Baran i Szuszczyński, Kraków 1998, s. 47-61.

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

1. Kuziak i inni, Słownik myśli filozoficznej, Park, Bielsko-Biała 
2004.
2.  seria wydawnicza"Myśli i Ludzie" wydawnictwa Wiedza 
Powszechna (wybrane tomiki poświęcone omawianym filozofom)

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

Knowledge - the student should achieve knowledge in:

1. history of European philosophy; 
2. main trends and positions of contemporary philosophy 
3. basic philosophical terminology in Polish 

4. ideas and arguments of chosen classical philosophical authors 
5. the role of philosophical reflection in shaping culture 

6. general relations between the formation of philosophical ideas and changes in 
culture and society;

SKILLS

Skills - the student should be able to:

1. correctly apply the philosophical terminology learned; 
2. listen with understanding to oral presentation of philosophical ideas and 

arguments; 
3. acquire knowledge independently 
4. formulate oral and written philosophical problems, express one's own views on 

social and world-view issues 
5. read and interpret philosophical texts;

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

Social competence - the student should be able to:

1. understand the views and philosophical positions of others;
2. discuss and justify their own views

3. interpret texts and philosophical statements in relation to culture and art
4. assess the scope of their knowledge and skills
5. understand the need for continuous education and professional development 

6. be open to new ideas and be willing to change their opinion in the light of 
available data and arguments 

7. be aware of the importance of the European philosophical heritage for the 
understanding of social and cultural events
8. become aware of the significance of humanistic reflection for the formation of 
social bonds;

18/ 
Description of the 

 lecture hall adapted for multimedia presentation with a computer 
and projector, equipped with comfortable, ergonomic seating for 



requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

students to take notes;

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Projektowanie scenografii musicalowej i operowej

2/ Teacher prof. Paweł Dobrzycki, dr Ewa Kochańska-Gołoś

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 90

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, first-cycle studies; level 6 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework - obligatory 

Stage Design, full-time studies, second-cycle studies; level 7 of 
Polish Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 
choice 

8/ Course type degree course

9/ Didactic methods 

- a combination of elements of lecture, conversation and correctional
design exercises

- concepts and sketches of individual students are the basis for 

discussion:

(a) discussion of examples of methods of stage design

b) discussing the relationship of the scenographer with other theater 

artists

c) discussing cultural and artistic phenomena related to the 

developed project (for example: the concept and tradition of 
carnival, the grotesque element in art, theatrical conventions, etc.).

- seminar as an expression of students' opinions, opportunity to 
discuss the issues arising during the revision of projects and 

discussion of readings

- individual revision, correction of project work, discussions serving 
the development of the student, specifying the directions of his/her 
further work

- e-learning

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 

- passed the exam of the Stage Design Department for the second 
degree studies

- scenography design workshop at the bachelor degree level

12/ Final requirements - design of scenography - space and costumes, including their 



changes

- ability to consciously and independently create a stage space and 
the process of changes occurring in it

- ability to properly present the project

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

The condition for taking the assessment is performing and 
presenting all exercises

- assessment of the performance design in the form of an alliterative 
description of scenic images or a storyboard sketch, its intellectual 

content and message - 15%

- Assessment of the storyboard or scenographic design of space and 
costumes in terms of their artistic value and compliance with the 
assumptions - 50%.

- Evaluation of the ability to articulate and defend their concepts and
artistic visions and evaluation of the student's overall activity in 
class - 35%

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

Topics of project exercises:

1. selected operas (e.g. Orpheus, Turandot, Medea and others) and 

dramatic or literary texts, subject to adaptation for the stage - 
depending on the student's choice and needs.

2. didactic supervision of scenographies designed by the students 
and produced for the scenes directed by the students of the Directing

Department of the Theatre Academy created during the Directing 
Seminar under the supervision of the AT teacher.

Content of the classes:

1. discussion of the text which is the starting point for the design 
work, its possible interpretations, outlining the author's profile and 

the tradition of staging his works;

2. indication of relevant source texts, inspiring cultural and artistic 

phenomena; 3. discussion of the staging concept; 4. revision of 
students' drafts and projects: each project is conducted individually 

in order to obtain the broadest possible spectrum of solutions, 
showing the students heuristic possibilities of solutions.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Selected texts on Mozart's operas and profile, such as Abrecht 

Schweitzer's monograph "Mozart;

Relevant films and performances of "The Magic Flute" on DVD;

(a) Internet resources on opera; Selected texts and albums relating 
directly or generally to the content of the texts and the concept of the



performance, selected texts on specific cultural or artistic 

phenomena. Examples:

(a) Marta Fik "Theatrical Conventions";

b) Denis Bablet "20th Century Theatre";

c) Relevant films and plays on DVD;

d) Selected theatrical and theoretical essays by Jan Kott, Erwin Axer,
Mikhail Bakhtin and others;

e) Due to the lack of specialized literature on the Polish market, 
reviewing and commenting items from the instructor's private 
library.

f) Internet resources concerning the discussed problems and their 
iconography

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Studies on operas, e.g. "1001 operas" by Piotr Krajewski in two 
volumes

- Theatrical periodicals,

- Basic positions of world literature, e.g.: "Master and Margaret" by 
Bulgakov,

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

Graduates know and understand:
K_W02 problems related to materials, technologies and technical solutions related 

to the work of theater craftsmen sufficient to perform scenographic projects and to 
exercise authorial supervision over them; P7S_WG
K_W07 the cultural context of the history of theater and cinema, theatrical and 

film conventions, and can integrate this knowledge in the creative process; 
P7S_WG P7S_WK

K_W08 specificity of media constituting theater language and their role in the 
process of building meanings; P7S_WG
K_W09 detailed issues connected with the process of building narration and 

shaping meanings by means of spatial conditions; P7S_WG
K_W10 problems connected with the functioning of the stage designer profession 

in the financial, organizational, marketing context; knows the rules of health and 
safety at work and legal regulations, with particular attention paid to the issues 
connected with copyright law; P7S_WG P7S_WK

K_W11 the role of abstract thinking in solving artistic problems; P7S_WG
K_W12 the specificity of the media constituting theater language and their role in 

the process of meaning construction; P7S_WG
K_W13 problems connected with the construction of theatrical, film and TV 
decorations; knowledge of materials and specificity of crafts connected with the 
process of realization. P7S_WG

KNOWLED K_W04 the cultural context of the history of theater and cinema, theatrical and 



GE

film conventions, and 

knows how to integrate this knowledge in the creative process; P7S_WG
K_W05 the specificity of media constituting the language of theater and their role 
in the process of building 
meanings; P7S_WG
K_W06 detailed issues connected with the process of building narration and 

shaping 
meanings by means of spatial conditions; P7S_WG
K_W08 the role of abstract thinking in the process of solving artistic problems; 
P7S_WK
K_W09 specificity of media constituting theater language and their role in the 

process of building 
meanings; P7S_WG P7S_WK

SKILLS Graduates are able to:
K_U01 apply the laws of spatial composition and visual structures and can 
practically apply them in the process of scenography design; P7S_UW

K_U02 use abstract thinking in solving artistic problems; P7S_UW
K_U04 use in extended scope the ability of conscious choice of means of 
expression in the process of artistic expression; P7S_UW
K_U05 consciously use in creative work own experiences, reflections, intuition, 

experiences and impressions coming from personal experiences; P7S_UW
K_U07 reach the sources of inspiration and knowledge in the given topic and 

creatively apply them in individual phases of the project; P7S_UW P7S_UK
K_U08 consciously use the knowledge acquired during the studies for further 
development of his/her artistic personality, as well as practically apply it in his/her 

professional work; P7S_UW
K_U09 create complete projects having expanded knowledge on the use of various

means of expression and creative creation offered by scenography, costume, 
animated figures; P7S_UW
K_U10 use and create technologies in order to apply them within the forms of 

imaging, also within the realization of extended scenographic projects; P7S_UW
K_U11 define and understand the relations between the work's shape and the band 

of meaning it opens; P7S_UW
K_U14 present the essence of his/her solutions to co-workers and performers in 
the realization of extended theatrical, film and television projects; P7S_UW 

P7S_UO
K_U15 prepare technical drawings for all theatrical studios (detailed drawing of 

the elements of designed scenography, using all kinds of technical drawing scale, 
using it as needed within the realization of extended theatrical, film and television 
projects; P7S_UW

K_U16 prepare and elaborate detailed concepts and design documentation 
concerning technical and artistic issues in relation to the realized project; P7S_UW

P7S_UK
K_U18 freely and consciously use artistic means to solve problems in the area of 
abstract creative activities; P7S_UW
K_U19 develop individual creative methods; P7S_UW

K_U20 affect the sensitivity of the audience through the use of conscious synthesis
of the elements of music, theater and scenic arts; P7S_UW
K_U21 make a conscious use of available artistic means, conventions and aesthetic



styles adequate for the designed performance; P7S_UW

K_U22 define a creative problem on the basis of a given topic, reading and 
independent interpretation of the script; P7S_UW P7S_UK
K_U23 responsibly present a design concept to the director and other collaborators
in relation to a complex scenographic project; P7S_UO P7S_UK
K_U24 present the concept of his/her performance and the vision of its artwork; 

P7S_UO P7S_UK K_U25 present his/her views and convictions that are the basis 
of his/her creative work; P7S_UO P7S_UK
K_U26 justify in a conscious and logical way the assumptions of his/her project in 
relation to an advanced scenographic concept; P7S_UK
K_U27 make extended statements on general cultural and artistic subjects; 

P7S_UK
K_U28 verbalize emotional and intellectual contents on the realized performance 
or artistic event; P7S_UK
K_U29 express his/her attitude to the reality, determine the place and role of an 
artist, his/her mission and the sense and possibility of action, and analyze the 

relation between the artist and the surrounding world; P7S_UK
K_U30 approach in a responsible way to public presentations of the project in the 
form of a show, exhibition, multimedia presentation, also in relation to the 
extended scenographic project; P7S_UK P7S_UO

SKILLS K_U01 apply the laws of spatial composition and visual structures, and is able to 
practically apply them in the process of scenography design; P7S_UW

K_U02 use in expanded scope various possibilities offered by media arts 
(photography, video art, etc.);P7S_UW 
media art (photography, video art etc.);P7S_UW P7S_UU

K_U03 consciously use in creative work own experiences, reflections, intuition, 
experiences and impressions coming from personal experience; P7S_UW P7S_UU

K_U04 reach the sources of inspiration and knowledge in the given topic and 
creatively 
creatively apply them in individual stages of a project; P7S_UU

K_U05
create complete design studies with extended knowledge in the field of 

apply various means of expression and creative creation that can be found in 
scenography, 
costume, animated figure;P7S_UW

K_U06 present the essence of his/her solutions to co-workers and performers 
during 

P7S_UK P7S_UO
K_U07
make technical drawings for all theatrical studios (detailed 

draw the elements of the designed scenery, use all 
scale of the technical drawing, using it according to the needs in the framework of 

realization of extended theatrical, film and television projects; P7S_UW
K_U08 affect viewers' sensitivity through the use of conscious synthesis of 
elements of music, theater and scenic arts; P7S_UK
K_U09 make a conscious use of available artistic means, conventions and styles 

P7S_UW P7S_UUU
K_U10 define a creative problem on the basis of a given topic, reading and 
independent interpretation of the script;P7S_UW 



P7S_UW P7S_UU

K_U11
approach responsibly to public presentations of the project in the form of 
show, exhibition, multimedia presentation, also in relation to 
extensive scenographic project;
P7S_UK

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

The graduate is ready to:
K_K01 become a fully competent and independent stage designer able to 
consciously use the acquired knowledge; P7S_KR
K_K03 understand the need for a continuous process of self-development in 
relation to himself/herself and others; P7S_UU P7S_KR

K_K04 consciously lead various team activities in the field of creative 
undertakings and to manage one's own project; P7S_KK
K_K05 to function in accordance with an individually developed system adequate 
to his/her personal preferences and conditions; P7S_KR P7S_KK
K_K06 continuously enrich his/her human and creative awareness; P7S_UU 

P7S_KR
K_K07 to have extended ability to adapt to new, changing circumstances that may 
occur during professional or creative work; P7S_KK
K_K08 consciously plan his/her professional career path on the basis of skills and 

knowledge acquired during studies and knowledge acquired in the process of 
continuous self-education; P7S_KO P7S_KR

K_K09 negotiate and coordinate an ongoing project; P7S_KK
K_K10 to analyze critically one's own work and understand the need for 
continuous self-education; P7S_UU P7S_KR

K_K11 consciously use (based on available knowledge and skills) psychological 
mechanisms within his/her own creativity and functioning on the contemporary 

labour market; P7S_KK
K_K13 to approach professionally and responsibly to solving problems concerning
widely understood project work, as well as own creative activity; P7S_KO 

P7S_KR
K_K15 to fulfill his/her social role as a graduate of art school. P7S_KO

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

K_K01 to become a fully competent and independent stage designer, able to 

consciously use the acquired knowledge;P7S_KK P7S_KO
K_K02

initiate artistic activities within the broadly understood culture (in particular 
this applies especially to interdisciplinary projects and 
complex scenographic projects requiring cooperation with specialists in various 

fields; P7S_KK 
specialists in various fields); P7S_KK P7S_KO

K_K03 Understand the need for a continuous process of self-development in 
relation to himself/herself and others. 
K_K03 to understand the need for continuous self-development in relation to 

himself/herself and others; P7S_KK
K_K04 consciously lead various team activities in the area of creative 
P7S_KR P7S_KO
K_K05 approach professionally and responsibly to solve problems 
P7S_KK P7S_KO
K_K07 to fulfill his/her social role as a graduate of art school. P7S_KO



18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Studio Equipment:

projector or large plasma screen, computer, table, chairs

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title History of drama

2/ Teacher dr Barbara Osterloff

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code HD/II/1

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
lecture / 30

7/ Studies 

8/ Course type complementary, theoretical

9/ Didactic methods 
Course lecture with elements of discussion as well as presentations

CD and DVD recordings (also prepared by students)

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
Students knows the basics of drama classics, they will be able to use 

sources and humanistic studies,

12/ Final requirements 
The knowledge of the material discussed in the lectures enriched by 

the reading of dramas indicated in the syllabus.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Credit based on attendance and active participation in discussions; in

summer semester - final exam.

The grading scale is defined by the ASP scoring system.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The aim of the lecture is to familiarize students with the basic canon 

of the 19th and 20th century Polish and foreign dramatic literature, 

as well as to develop the ability to analyze and interpret dramatic 

texts, through deepening knowledge of the composition and 

structure of a dramatic work.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

1. Polish Drama at the Turn of the 19th and 20th Centuries :

 - Stanisław Wyspiański, "The Wedding", "Liberation", "November 

Night", "The Judges" or "The Curse"

"Legend", "Bolesław Śmiały", "Warszawianka".

 

2. 20th Century Polish Drama:

Tadeusz Różewicz, "Kartoteka," "Trap," "Stara kobieta wysiaduje," 

"Do piachu" (any edition)

Stanisław Ignacy Witkiewicz, "Szewcy" ("The Shoemakers") plus 

one other drama e.g. "Oni", "Gyubal Wahazar", "Jan Maciej Karol 

Wścieklica" (any edition)

Jerzy Szaniawski," The Sailor," "The Advocate and the Roses," "The

Bridge," or "The Bird" (your choice)

 

3. studies: 

Gabriela Matuszek, "Naturalistic Dramas," Universitas, Kraków 

2000; 2nd revised edition, 2008



Grzegorz Niziołek, "Body and Word. Sketches on Tadeusz 

Różewicz's theater, Cracow, 2004.

 

Universal drama of the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries:

-Henrik Ibsen, "Dramas" vol. 1.(The Supporters of Society, A Doll's 

House, An Enemy of the People, The Wild Duck, Hedda Gabler), 

vol. 2 (The Phantoms, Rosmersholm, The Builder of Solness, Johan 

Gabriel Borkman, When We Rise from the Dead) transl. J. Frühling 

and others, 1956; 

"Selection of Dramas," part 1 (A Doll's House (Nora), The 

Phantoms, The Wild Duck), part 2 (Rosmersholm, Hedda Gabler) 

BN II 210.

 - Henrik Ibsen, "Selected Dramas," translated by Anna 

Marciniakówna, Warsaw, 2014.

-August Strindberg, "Dramas" (Father, Miss Julie, Dream Game, 

Ghost Sonata) translation by Z. Łanowski, 1962; Selected Dramas 

(Father, Miss Julie, Creditors, Stronger, Playing with Fire, To 

Damascus, Erik XIV, Dance of Death, Dream Game, Storm, Ghost 

Sonata, Pelican, Director's Memorandum to Intima Teatern 

Company Members), translation by Z. Łanowski, BN II 185.

- Antoni Chekhov, "Works," translated by N. Modzelewska, vols. I- 

XI, 1956-1962;

"Utwory dramatyczne", vol. 1 (Ivanov, Niedźwiedź, oświadczyny, 

Wesele, Jubileusz, Czajka, Wujaszek Vania), vol. 2 (Trzy siostry, 

Wiśniowy sad), translation by A. Sandauer, Warsaw 1953;

Selection of Dramas (Platonov, Uncle Vanya, Three Sisters, The 

Cherry Orchard) BN II 1978, 1979.

- Maurice Maeterlinck, "Three dramas". [The Blind, Pelleas and 

Melisande, The Interior], translation by Z. Sarnecki, 1951.

 

 5. contemporary universal drama

Martin Mc Donagh, "The Beauty Queen of Leenane. The Skull of 

Connemara. The Lonely West, Kraków 2002.

Eugène Ionesco, The Bald Singer, The Lesson, The Chairs (any 

edition)

Harold Pinter, "Dramas". (three volumes, ADIT Publishing House), 

Warsaw 2006.

"Contemporary American Drama. Anthology, edited by A. Tarn, 

Warsaw 1965, vol. 1-4.

 

Attention - all readings are available in libraries: Aleksander 

Zelwerowicz Theatre Academy, Zbigniew Raszewski Theatre 

Institute and University Library in Warsaw.

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 

Supplementary literature

Recommended for independent student work:



student's self learning 

"Historia teatru" pod redakcją Johna Russella Browna, przekład 

Hanna-Baltyn Karpińska, Warszawa 1999.

Dariusz Kosiński, Słownik postaci dramatycznych, Kraków 1999.

M. Misiorny, "Współczesny teatr na świecie. Sylwetki pisarzy", 

1978. 

"O dramacie. Źródła do dziejów teorii dramatycznych", pod redakcją

Eleonory Udalskiej. T. 1-3, Katowice 2001. 

Allardyce Nicoll," Dzieje dramatu. Od Ajschylosa do Anouilha", 

Warszawa 1962.

Grzegorz Sinko, "Kryzys języka w dramacie współczesnym", 1977.

J.L.Styan, "Współczesny dramat w teorii i scenicznej praktyce", 

Wrocław- Krakow, 1997.

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

W01- the student has well-ordered knowledge of the history of Polish and foreign 

drama and is able to use it in the work of a stage designer

W02- understands the specificity of particular drama genres

W03- has a scientific workshop allowing for the analysis and interpretation of 

dramatic works (with particular emphasis on the structure of space inscribed in the 

drama), as well as their theatrical realizations

SKILLS

U04- finds sources and uses them in a creative way

U05- has the ability to argue in a substantive way, to refer to studies and to 

formulate conclusions

U06- has the ability to evaluate a dramatic text in many aspects

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

K07- understands the need to study history

K08- has tools for critical evaluation

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 tables, chairs, dry erase board, computer with software and internet 

access, home theater system, projector

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title History of material culture and customs

2/ Teacher prof. Ewa Braun

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 30

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, second-cycle studies; level 7 of 
Polish Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 

obligatory 
Stage Design, full-time studies, first-cycle studies; level 6 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework - obligatory 

8/ Course type 
Supplementary - compulsory . Semester 2021-2022/Z IIIrd year 
Bachelor's mode

9/ Didactic methods 

Elements of a lecture on the phenomenon that was the Polish Manor 

in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, complemented by the 
presentation of iconography on examples of surviving architecture. 

Conservatory with film projection supplementing the discussed 
issues. Presentation of the way of arranging interiors depending on 
their function and purpose. Characteristics of furniture and objects 

from the epoch filling the courtly space. Review of achievements of 
outstanding film set designers based on selected fragments of films. 

Visiting museum exhibitions. Consultation of projects realized by 
students.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 

General knowledge of cultural art history Openness to inspiration.
Ability of creative observation.
Familiarity with software to the extent of being able to complete 

design tasks.

12/ Final requirements 

Ability to creatively search for creative solutions.

The ability to use historical documentation (painting, graphics, 
photography) to enrich one's own artistic expression.
The skill of visual presentation of the project prepared by the 

student. Deepening the knowledge of styles, customs, traditions, 
history of furniture, types of lighting, usefulness and function of 

objects, trends and fashion in interior design of XIX/XX century in 
Polish manor houses.
 

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Active participation in classes and involvement as well as creative 
exploration of own concept of living space arrangement in 
accordance with historical truth. Preparing documentation on the 
selected nobleman's residence.

14/ Teaching goals The aim of the classes is for students to acquire the necessary 



(program content, subject 
description)

knowledge to support design activities. In the context of other 

classes covering the issue of conscious shaping of scenographic 
space, it is advisable to complement the knowledge on how to 
furnish individual rooms resulting from their purpose Knowledge 
about everyday life and changing customs. Knowledge about the 
purpose of objects characteristic for a particular decade of the 19th 

and 1st half of the 20th century in the field of artistic crafts and 
objects used by the general public.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

praca zbiorowa, Historia obyczaju w Polsce, PWN
Elżbieta Kawecka, W salonie i w kuchni, PIW
Anna Sieradzka, Przechadzki po dawnych wnętrzach, Oficyna 

Wydawnicza Volumen
Maciej Rydel, Dwór – polska tożsamość, Zysk i Ska
Praca zbiorowa, Architektura, tradycja, historia, Kluszczyński
Maja Łozińska, W ziemiańskim dworze, PWN
praca zbiorowa, Polska: Dwory, dworki, Oficyna Wydawnicza 

Jumar
Steven Parissien, Historia wnętrz, Arkady
Mario Praz, The Illustrated History of Interior Decoration, Thames 
and Hudson

Gyula Kaesz, Meble stylowe, Ossolineum
Sigrid Hintz, Wnętrza i meble, Arkady

praca zbiorowa, Meble. Historia mebli od renesansu do lat 60 XX 
wieku, Arkady
Joanna Woch, Biedermaier Przewodnik dla kolekcjonerów, Arkady

Rainer Haaff, Meble neorenesansowe epoki kajzerowskiej 1870-
1910, Zysk i Ska

Joanna Hubner-Wojciechowaka, Art Deco Podręcznik dla 
kolekcjonerów, Arkady
Art. Deco 1910-1939, Zysk i Ska

Jerzy W. Hołubiec, Polskie lampy i świeczniki, Ossolineum
Henrietta Spencer-Churchill, Tkaniny w stylowych wnętrzach, 

Arkady
Jadwiga Chruszczyńska, Ewa Orlińska-Mianowska, Tkaniny 
dekoracyjne. Przewodnik dla kolekcjonerów, Arkady

Tomasz Adam Pruszak, O ziemiańskim świętowaniu. Tradycje świąt 
Bożego Narodzenia i Wielkiejnocy, PWN

Tomasz Adam Pruszak, Ziemiańskie święta i zabawy: tradycje 
karnawałowe, ślubne, dożynkowe i inne, PWN

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Antyki. Meble zabytkowe. Ilustrowany przewodnik po epokach, 

typach i detalach, Arkady
Antyki. Meble zabytkowe. Ilustrowany przewodnik po epokach, 
typach i detalach, Arkady

Joanna Dobkowska, Joanna Wasilewska, W cieniu koronkowej 
parasolki. O modzie i obyczajach w XIX wieku
Anna Szkurłat, Secesja. Przewodnik dla kolekcjonerów, Arkady
Francois Boucher, Historia mody, Arkady
Anna Sieradzka, 1000 lat mody w Polsce, Arkady
Alina Dziekońska–Kozłowska, Moda kobieca XX w., Arkady



Pepin, Art Deco Fashion, Pepin Press

Liliana Nalewajska, Moda męska XIX I XX w., Wyd. Uniwersytetu 
W-wskiego
Małgorzata Korżel-Kraśna, Klasycyzm. Przewodnik dla 
kolekcjonerów
 

 

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

Graduates know and understand:

K_W01 - the detailed historical context of drama and art theory;
K_W04 - the cultural context of theater and cinema history, theatrical and film 
conventions and
can integrate this knowledge in the creative process;

SKILLS

Graduates are able to:
K_U04 - reach out to sources of inspiration and knowledge of the assigned topic 
and creatively

creatively apply them in individual stages of a project;

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

The graduate is ready to:

K_K05 - professional and responsible approach to solving problems
K_K05 - professional and responsible approach to solving problems connected 
with design work in the broad sense of the term, as well as own creative activity;

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 projector, plasma, computer, laptop, tables, DVD player

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Theatrical Lighting Design

2/ Teacher dr Jedrzej Skajster

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 60

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, first-cycle studies; level 6 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework - choice 
Stage Design, full-time studies, second-cycle studies; level 7 of 
Polish Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 
choice 

8/ Course type Mandatory. Semester 2020-2021 /From 3rd year lic mode

9/ Didactic methods 

STATIONARY MODE: Workshop exercises preceded by 
introductory lectures.
REMOTE MODE: analysis of a chosen theater play/film work in 
terms of applied dramaturgical solutions (stage lighting and 
multimedia effects). On-line consultations.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
Passing the entrance exam for the bachelor's degree.
At least basic knowledge of theater and film terminology and 
technology.

12/ Final requirements 
Ability to independently produce directing etudes in theatrical light 
direction, preceded by a design process.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

FULL-TIME MODE: 
Winter semester: realization of a directing etude in the field of 
theatrical light direction with the use of incandescent spotlights 
(especially white light taking into account differences in color 
temperature).
Summer semester: realization of a directing etude in the field of 
theatrical light directing with the use of incandescent spotlights and 
devices using LED and discharge sources (so-called moving heads), 
using color as a dramaturgical building block. Oral assessment 
testing knowledge and terminology used in theater practice.
REMOTE MODE:
Winter semester: analysis of a selected theatrical performance in 
terms of lighting treatments used. Working out a lighting plan 
(raider) and a list of changes resulting from the course.
Summer semester: analysis of a selected full-length film work in 
terms of lighting treatments applied. Detailed discussion of selected 
scenes / frames and analysis of dramaturgical means used.
On-line consultations.

14/ Teaching goals The aim is to equip the student with the knowledge and skills to 



(program content, subject 
description)

work independently as a creative director of theatrical light, working
with conventional equipment.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Max Keller, Fascynujące Światło. Oświetlenie w teatrze i na 
estradzie, Wyd. LTT
Piotr Mitzner, Teatr, światła i cienia: oświetlenie teatrów 
warszawskich na tle historii oświetlenia od średniowiecza do czasów
najnowszych, Wyd. PIW
Adolphe Appia, Dzieło sztuki żywej, Wydawnictwa Artystyczne i 
Filmowe

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Richard Pilbrow, Stage Lighting Design, Nick Hern Books
Yaron Abulafia, The Art of Light on Stage. Lighting in 
Contemporary Theatre, Routledge
Michael Govan, Christine Y. Kim, James Turrell: A Retrospective

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

GRADUATE KNOWS AND UNDERSTANDS:
K_W02 - detailed rules concerning disciplines related to fine arts (directing, 
interdisciplinary character; K_W02 - detailed rules concerning disciplines 
interdisciplinary character;
K_W03 - problems connected with technologies and materials necessary in the 
process of designing 
technologies and materials necessary in the process of designing film and 
television scenography
K_W05 - specificity of media that compose theater language and their role in the 
process of building 
meanings;

SKILLS

GRADUATE CAN:
K_U02 - make extended use of the various possibilities offered by the art 
media art (photography, video art, etc.);
K_U08 - affect the sensitivity of the audience by using conscious synthesis of 
of elements of music, theater and scenic arts;

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

GRADUATE IS READY TO:
K_K04 - consciously lead a variety of team activities in the area of 
K_K04 - consciously lead various team activities in the field of creative 
undertakings, and to manage their own project
K_K05 - professionally and responsibly solve problems 
K_K05 - professionally and responsibly solve problems related to widely 
understood project work, as well as own creative actions;

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 The room meets theater hall standards (ceiling height, certified 
lighting grid, dimming);
Lighting equipment: conventional spotlights type PAR, PC, 
FRESNEL, PROFIL, headlights type "moving head" WASH, 
PROFIL, SPOT, asymmetrical floodlights type CYCLORAMA; 
Lighting console supporting the DMX512 protocol; 
Voltage regulators for min. 24 circuits;
Power and signal cables;
Color filters;
Tripods for lighting applications;



Multimedia Projector;
Portable personal computer with graphics software configured to 
interface with the projector

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Film stage design

2/ Teacher prof. Janusz Sosnowski

3/ Assistants Agata Adamus

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 90

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, first-cycle studies; level 6 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework - obligatory 

Stage Design, full-time studies, second-cycle studies; level 7 of 
Polish Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 
choice 

8/ Course type Film Stage Design Studio

9/ Didactic methods 

Classes taught on a full-time basis.

Revisions to the semester project are conducted on a full-time basis, 
in the Academy of Fine Arts building. They consist of a preliminary 

discussion of the topic, presentation of inspirations, selection of 
photographic objects, adaptation decisions and those related to the 
construction of decorations in the hall, as well as corrections of the 

final project.

The course will include lectures with elements of multimedia 
presentation and exercises. Teaching materials and a list of films to 
watch at home will be sent to students via e-mail.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
Qualifying competencies for creative work, basic knowledge of film 
issues workshop skills: drawing, working drawing (technical).

12/ Final requirements 

Design of a film set design for a selected literary text. The ability to 
design film scenography consciously, taking into account the 

specificity of this form of artistic expression and the possibilities and
limitations offered by film production. The ability to search for 
creative solutions. The student is able to search for shooting 

locations appropriate to the subject under development, as well as 
their adaptation to the historical period in which the plot of the 

literary text under development takes place.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

To enter the assessment, all exercises must be completed and 
presented.

Evaluation of the artistic value of the presented works - 50% (0-3p)
Evaluation of the technical quality of the presented works - 20% (0-
1p)
Evaluation of independence within the creative work 20% (0-1p)

Systematicity in work - 10% (0-0,5p)



according to the grading scale placed in the Study Regulations.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

Preparation for independent creative work in an interdisciplinary 
team in film, television and advertising and for the presentation of its
results.
Develop freedom in the face of challenges posed by texts from 
different historical periods and different cultures.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

1) "Basic TV Staging" Gerald Millerson, Wyd. Focal Press. 
Lndon&Boston
2) "Film Design" Terence St John Marner, Wyd. The Tantivy Press, 

London
3) "Production Design & Art. Direction Screencraft" Peter Ettedgui, 
Wyd. Roto Vision
4) "Film Architecture Set Design from Metropolis to Blade Runner" 
Dietrich Neumann, Wyd. Prestel. Munich, New York

5) "Polska plastyka telewizyjna" Wydawnictwo Radia i Telewizji, 
Warszawa 1969
6) "Learning from Hollywood. Architecture and Film" Hans Dieter 
Schaal, Wyd Edition Acel Menges 1996

7) "Setting the Scene. The Grat Hollywood Art. Directors" Robert 
S.Senett, Wyd. Harry N.Abrams, Inc., Publishers

8) "Screen Deco" Howard Mandelbaum, Eric Myers. Wyd. St. 
Martin's Press, New York
9) "Forties Screen Style: A Celebration of High Pastich in 

Hollywood" Howard Mandelbaum, Eric Myers. Wyd. St. Martin's 
Press, New York

10) "Designing Dreams. Modern Architecture in the Movies" 
Donald Albrecht, Wyd. Themes and Hudson 1986
11) "Perspective Drawing For the Theatre" Harry Morgan, Wyd. 

Drama Books Specialists (Publishers)
 

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

1) "Autentic Decor. The Domestic Interior 1620-1920" Peter 
Thornton Wyd. Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London
2) "Nineteenth - Century Decration. The Art. of Interior" Charlotte 

Gere, Wyd. Harry N.Abrams, Inc. New York
3) "Eighteen Century Decration. Design and the Domestic Interior in

England" Charles Saumarez Smith, Wyd. Harry N.Abrams, Inc. 
Publishers
4) "Seventeenth Century Interior Decoration in England, France & 

Holland." Peter Thornton, Wyd. Yale University Press, New Haven 
and London.

5) The Italian Renaissance Interior 1400-1600" Peter Thornton Wyd.
Harry N.Abrams, Inc. New York

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

Knowledge of film set construction technology, crafts and materials
Knowledge of specialized language in film set design

SKILLS Use of library, iconographic resources.
Use of specialized language in the field of film set design.



Designing in different techniques, scales and conventions.

Produce production and technical designs of decorations, furniture and props.
Collaborating with the director, cinematographer and producer.
Ability to interpret text, its style and conventions
 

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

Critically evaluate your work

Assertive attitude.
Teamwork.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 multimedia projector or computer with large screen

computer
A3 copier/printer
printer paper
large tables
drawing aids (e.g. scalpels, eccentrics, compasses, pencils)

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Film costume design

2/ Teacher dr Anna Janicka

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 30

7/ Studies 
Stage Design, full-time studies, first-cycle studies; level 6 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework - choice 

8/ Course type Film costume design

9/ Didactic methods 

The most important feature of education in my studio is very well 

reflected by the comparison: Science is setting sail to the wind 
[O.Tokarczuk "Czuły barbarzyńca" (Tender Barbarian) p.144
 
Just that and that much. Finding in oneself the power to create, 

curiosity and the need to investigate the past.
 

Embarking on a creative journey, which is always an act of freedom.
 
Set design , costume making above all as a creative , intellectual 

process and observation of the world .
 

It is a combination of image and literature .
 
Emotion and light

 
Texture and meaning .

 
Symbol and space .
 

 
Qualifying competencies for creative work.

 
Basic knowledge of film scenography and costume history .
 

Workshop skills: drawing , basics of painting.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites -error-

12/ Final requirements 

Semester 9 Credit.
 
Designing costumes and sets for a selected film adaptation of 
literature .

13/ The form of passing The prerequisite for the assessment is the completion and 



the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

presentation of all exercises.

 
Assessment of the artistic value of the presented works - 50 %.
 
Assessment of the technical quality of the presented works - 20 %.
 

Assessment of independence within the creative work - 20 %.
 
Systematic approach to work - 10 %.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

Preparation for independent creative work in an interdisciplinary 
team in film, television, advertising and for the presentation of its 

results
 
To develop the freedom to face the challenges brought by texts from 
different historical periods and different cultures.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

COSTUME BIBLIOGRAPHY BY. SUBJECTIVE CHOICE

1. "1000 Dessous History of Lingerie", Gilles Neret, published by 

Taschen 
2. "History of clothing" - Gutkowska-Rychlewska 1968

3. "Women's Fashion of the 20th century" by Alina Dziekońska-
Kozłowska 
4. "Praktyczna Pani" ("Practical Woman") Newspapers of the 1930s

 "Woman in the World and at Home". - 1920s
 "You and I" - 1960s, 1970s

 "Przekrój" from 1950s to 1990s 
5. "Fashion Design 1850-1895", published by The Pepin Press
 The Pepin Press, about fashion and accessories

6. "Men's Fashion- the Complete Sourcebook"- J.Peacock
 Thames and Hudson Publishers

7. "Patterns of Fashion" by J. Arnold, published by Macmillan/QSM
8. "Fashion in Photographs" by R. Ais, publisher Badsford
9. "ABC of Men's Elegance", J.Turbasa

10. "Fashion Dictionary"-E. and A. Banach,Wyd.Wiedza 
Powszechna 1962

11. "Fashion. History of fashion from the eighteenth to the twentieth 
century".
 Collection of the Kyoto Dress Institute, Taschen /TMC Art. 

12. "A History of Costume in the West" F.Boucher, T& H
13. "Lexicon of things past and passing",M.Szubert 

 Muza 
14. "Children's clothing in Poland",A.Drążkowska,Wyd.Naukowe 
 University of Nicolaus Copernicus 

15. "Od spódnicy do spodni.Historia mody męskiej",K.Łoszewski 
 Bosz 
Encyclopedia of Clothing Materials",G.Baugh, Arkady
17. "Costume Design 101", R.La Motte
18. "History of underwear",A.Drążkowska,Wyd.Naukowe 
Uniwersytetu 



 University of Nicolaus Copernicus

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

Graduates should achieve knowledge in :
1. interpretation of source materials
2. knowledge of materials used in creating costumes

3. knowledge of specific, characteristic for a film costume, design rules
4. knowledge of selected problems of production practice
5. knowledge of rules of cooperation with the director and the studios
 

SKILLS

The graduate should be able to :

1.consciously defend and logically justify his/her project
2. be able to creatively propose a choice of materials
3. use materials in order to build meanings, expressions and epochs
4. search for and interpret inspirations in the design process and creatively apply 

them in the creative process
5. create a stage and costume concept based on the text analysis

6. present the designed costumes in the form of projects legible for the performers

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

Graduates should be able to :
1. critical analysis of their work

2.understand the need for constant, continuous self-education
3.work in a team

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 monitor, computer with software and internet access and connection

to TV screen, tables, chairs, DVD player

didactic aids: samples of materials, tools necessary to learn 

patination, original costumes

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Techniki dramaturgiczne

2/ Teacher dr Agnieszka Korytkowska

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 

lecture / 60

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, second-cycle studies; level 7 of 

Polish Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 

obligatory 

8/ Course type exercises

9/ Didactic methods 

Practical exercises with elements of conversation and independently 

prepared student presentations, which are the use of analytical tools 

to build the basis of their own productions.

Analysis and interpretation of drama texts.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 

Knowledge of drama history and theory, basic literary theory, and art

history.

12/ Final requirements 

The effect of the classes is the students' broadened knowledge of the 

basics of ancient, modern and contemporary European drama and 

European theatrical phenomena in the context of cultural, social and 

political phenomena and canonical works of film art.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Two unexcused absences from classes are allowed.

The condition to get a credit for the semester is an active attendance 

in class and giving 1 presentation which is an independent 

application of dramaturgic tools to scenography tasks.

A credit for the semester is required in order to take the exam.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The goal of this course is to introduce students to the basics of 

ancient, modern and contemporary European drama and European 

theatrical phenomena in the context of cultural, social and political 

phenomena.

 

The intention is - on the one hand - to bring out those elements of 

consciousness of the structures of dramaturgic, literary and film 

texts, which influence the pronunciation/interpretation and context 

of the analyzed text. On the other hand, drama/theatre/film are 

analyzed as an expression of the cultural consciousness of their own 

times. To know the mutual conditions of these spaces and creative 

processes. To learn about the codification of creative manifestos.



To analyze them, contemporary drama texts in the field of drama 

literature, film literature are used for this purpose, which enable 

interpretation and reinterpretation. These analyses are then translated

into practice. Heuristic methods are used in class, expanding the 

intertextuality of the tasks.

 

Scope of individual topics:

1. Basic heuristic techniques, diagnosing and expanding creative and

research skills.

2. the theory of dramaturgical techniques - the conceptual foundation

of dramaturgical principles (using selected examples)

Implications: content-form based on selected literary examples and 

own work. 4.

Categories of "non-scenicity", "adequacy", "communicativeness", 

"intertextuality" as categories of building the world presented in 

works intended for the stage. 5.

Theories of drama and theater - on the examples of classical, 

realistic, metaphysical, anti-classical, post-dramatic drama, etc.

The subjectivization of theatrical space.

7. Space as the undermining of the subject.

8. space as affirmation of articulation and undermining of meaning.

9. Kitsch - camp as aesthetic, epistemological and ontological 

categories of stage works.

10. Categories of irony as attempts to create scenic discourse.

11. dream, illusion, oneirism as categories of the presented worlds. 

12.

12. game as a category of building meta-form and meta-language of 

theater.

Theatrical syncretism, pars pro toto, scenic synecdoche or struggle 

with scenic verisimilitude.

Critical art of didaskalium interpretation.

Categories of "politicization", "objectification", "manipulation" of 

art as ethical categories.



15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

1. canon of obligatory dramas for students of stage design

2. H. Arendt, The Human Condition (frgm)

3. K.H. Bohrer, The Absolute Present (ch. The horror of the 

phenomenon and the anxiety of expectation. Greek tragedy as 

modern epiphany; Repetition of myth as aesthetics of horror)

4. M. Foucault, The History of Madness in the Age of Classicism 

(Foreword)

5. W.Pleśniarowicz, Spaces of Disillusion

6. F.W.J.Schelling, Philosophy of Art, fragments.

7. S. Kierkegaard, On irony

8 W. Szturc, 8 sketches on irony

9. M. Heidegger, On the source of a work of art

10 W. Tatarkiewicz, The History of Six Concepts

11. D. Mamet, Truth and falsehood

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

1. literary, dramatic, and stagecraft examples self-selected by 

students for analysis

2. Baudelaire, Painter of Modern Life,

3. G. Debord, Society of the Spectacle

4. C. Wodziński, The Holy Idiot

5. A. Bielik, The Spirit of the Surface

6. Ch. Taylor, The Ethics of Authenticity

7. R. P. Droit, 101 philosophical games

8 J. Brodski, The praise of boredom

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

Students will be able to identify dramaturgical structures in dramatic texts and the 

resulting interpretative references of the analysed theatrical and film phenomenon.

Students will be able to make an independent interpretation of a text with the use 

of dramaturgical tools, create their own dramaturgical work.

Students will be able to make transitions between the analysis of a work and 

dramaturgical practice, which are the basis for the construction of the work.

SKILLS Students will be able to indicate the structural context of a given drama or 



theatrical and film phenomenon.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

The student is able to solve his own dramaturgical tasks on the basis of the ability 

to analyze a work.

The student is able to articulate in a communicative and argued manner the 

dramaturgical premises of his own creative projects and works.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Classes are held in a classroom with access to a projector or 

computer with screen and sound equipment.

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Practical language of theater

2/ Teacher mgr Jan Ciecierski

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code WS/PJT/JC

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 4

7/ Studies 

8/ Course type practical classes - workshops

9/ Didactic methods 

"Practical Language of Theatre" is a hands-on class for students

first year scenography. Students make 2 models each in semester on 

topics assigned by the instructors. For class rock students' 

independent work on mock-ups, as well as revisions of their projects

in conversations with presenters.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 

Basic skills of an Academy of Art student -.

drawing, sensitivity to color, space, etc.; interest in

the subject of theatrical scenery.

12/ Final requirements 

Successful completion of the process of working through the 

assigned topics in

stage space - in a mock-up.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Students complete the course by submitting two projects per 

semester (two theatrical models), as well as by class participation.

Evaluation is based on activity and commitment to the projects.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The aim of this course is to give students a basic familiarity with all 

the technical devices of the stage and their first attempts at mastering

the theatrical space by building a model and creating their first 

scenographic projects.

The content of the projects assigned to the students are abstract 

tasks, requiring the participants to think about the stage space in 

terms of 'theater signs', as well as tasks based on specific texts (short

drama, poetry).

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

-

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Any aids/inspiration needed by students for their specific 

projects/ideas.

17/ Learning outcomes 

18/  -error-



Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Podstawy projektowania scenografii filmowej

2/ Teacher dr Zofia Lubińska

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 90

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 

obligatory 

8/ Course type degree course

9/ Didactic methods 

- practical classes with exercises

- short lectures relating to the assigned exercises

- discussion on the topic of the given films and excerpts from 
professional literature

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 

credit for 1 year of study.
 

required knowledge:

- basics of film language (frames, formats, camera movements)
- basics of design (finding and organizing inspiration, visual 

language, basic ability to convey ideas through design)
- basics of technical drawing (knowledge how to translate 3d into 
2d)

- structure of film verticals

12/ Final requirements 

- charts with the main annual projects

- film portfolio consisting of film projects completed during the first 
two years of studies (any form) - to be presented in a chosen studio 

during the 3rd year.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

- A grade for the course based on the student's activity and 
attendance at classes (I allow two unexcused absences per semester)

- Evaluation on the basis of the student's projects

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

SEMESTER 1 - FILM SPACE AND SCENOGRAPHY

The semester will consist of short lectures/discussions and design 
exercises. In addition to the main exercises, there will be short 

exercises usually in the form of mock-ups (to be completed during 



the class). 

The aim of the lectures is not only to broaden the knowledge which 
may be the basis for the development of the students' visual 
language, but also to provide them with basic information on what 
the work of a film set designer looks like in practice.
The students will also be provided with selected chapters from a 

selection of textbooks on filmset design.
A list of films that are examples of stylistically different worlds will 
also be made available to them. We will discuss them during class 
and watch their making offs.

Sample lecture topics*:

- scenography as the expansion of space
- relationships in the production design department (who does what 
and how to work together and respect each other)

- what the preparatory period in a film looks like (in a simplified 
form)
- what is a calendar and a work plan
- what a script looks like and how to work on it

- film documentation
- basics of technical drawing and opening the topic of construction 

in the shooting hall.
- possibly (if the pandemic allows us) a trip to the shooting hall.
 

 

SEMESTER 2 - COLOR AND FILM DECORATION

Continuation of topics taken up in the first semester. Main emphasis 

on color, interior decoration, props and film genres. Exercises to be 
completed during the class.

Films to be viewed in 2nd semester, are examples of different worlds
in terms of both genre and style.

Sample lecture topics*:

- The role of the interior decorator in film. The importance of the 
prop. Film props rooms. Graphics in film.
- discussion of film genres 

- film advertisement 
- basic information about postproduction

- mini lecture with presentation about scenography in animated film
 
 

*depending on the course and students' interests, new topics may 
appear.

15/ Compulsory literature LITERATURE:



used during classes
(selected chapters made available to students at specific lectures)

1 - Production Design. Visual design for film and television Peg 
McClellan
2 – Production Design Fionnuala Halligan

3 – The Art of Illusion. Production Design for Film and Television 
Terry Ackland-Snow with Wendy Laybourn
4 – Drawing the line. Technical hand drafting for Film and 
Television David McHenry
5 – Designing Graphic. Props for filmmaking Annie Atkins

6 – Production Design for Screen Jane Barnwell
 
 

FILMOGRAPHY:

 

1st semester
- "Casanova" dir. by Federico Fellini, screenplay and costume. 

Danilo Donati
- "The Man Who Killed Don Quixote" dir. by Terry Gilliam, 

screenplay. Benjamin Fernandez, costume. Lena Mossum
- "Volver" dir. Pedro Almodovar, screenplay. Salvador Parra, 
costume. Bina Daiger

- "Blade Runner" dir. Ridley Scott, screenplay. Lawrence G.Paull, 
costume. Michael Kaplan

- "Only Lovers Survive" dir. Jim Jarmush, screenplay. Marco Bittner
Rosser, costume. Bina Daiger
- "Thirsty for Love" dir. by Wong Kar Wai, screenplay/costume. 

William Chang
- Between Hell and Heaven" dir. by Vincent Ward, screenplay. 

Eugenio Zanetti, costume. Yvonne Blake
- "Amelia" dir. by Jean-Pierre Jeunet, screenplay. Aline Bonetto, 
costume. Madeline Fontaine

- "Songs from the Second Floor" dir. Roy Andersson, cost. Leontine 
Arvidsson

- "Love Without a Memory" dir. Michel Gondry, screenplay. Dan 
Leigh, costume. Melissa Toth
- "The Corpse Bride" dir. Tim Burton, screenplay. Alec McDowell

- "Coraline" dir. Henry Selick, screenplay. Henry Selick

2nd semester

- Comedy: "Grand Budapest Hotel" dir. by Wes Anderson, 
screenplay. Adam Stockhausen, costume. Milena Coronero

- costume drama: "Sense and Sensibility" dir. Ang Lee, screenplay. 
Luciana Arrighi, costume. Jenny Beavan
- costume drama: "The Girl in the Portrait" dir. Tom Hooper, 
screenplay. Eve Stewart, costume. Paco Delgado



- style detective story: "Sherlock Holmes" dir. Guy Ritchie, 

screenplay. Sarah Greenwood, costume. Jenny Beavan
- crime drama: "Jocker" dir. Todd Phillips, screenplay. Mark 
Friedberg, costume. Mark Bridges
- horror film: "Sweney Todd" dir. Tim Burton, screenplay. Dante 
Feretti, costume. Colleen Atwood

- horror movie: "The Shining" dir. Stanley Kubrik, screenplay. Roy 
Walker, costume. Milena Coronero
- fantasy: "Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows" dir. by David 
Yates, screenplay. Stuart Craig, costume. Jany Temime
- fantasy: "Labyrinth of Fauna" dir. by Guillermo del Toro, 

screenplay. Eugenio Caballero, costume. Lala Huete
- Sci-Fi: "Her," dir. by Spike Jonze, screenplay. K.K.Barrett, 
costume. Casey Storm
- Sci-Fi: "Inception" dir. Christopher Nolan, screenplay. Guy 
Hendrix Dyas, costume. Jeffrey Kurland

- Puppet Animation: "Fantastic Mr. Fox" dir. by Wes Anderson, 
screenplay. Nelson Lowry

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

1 - "Historia Filmu. Od Edisona do Nolana." Rafał Suska i Joanna 
Wojnicka

2 - "Podręcznik projektowania architektoniczno-budowlanego" 
Neufert

3 - "Wunderkamera. kino Therry'ego Gilliama" red. Kuba Mikruda
4 - "The Handbook of Model-making for Set Designers" Colin 
Winslow

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

- Expanding film space with set design.
- basics of set design and set decoration.

- basic knowledge of props, set design, post-production, film genres, music video 
and television commercials.

SKILLS

- basics of work organization in film production

- ability to make photographic documentation of proposed shooting subjects and 
object cards.

- basics of technical drawing and construction on the shooting floor.
- ability to justify their design decisions to the group.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

- ability to talk about a project in front of a group

- ability to justify design decisions

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 - During the classes a number of exercises will be performed for 

which you may find useful: tape measure, scaler, metal ruler, 
eyedropper, furniture drawing stencil 1:50, bookbinding knife, glue 
to paper (eg magic glue), thin cardboard, basic drawing utensils, 

camera (enough from the phone). Most of the materials will be 
available during the classes, but certainly not in sufficient quantity.

- There will be different filming activities in the studio, therefore at 
the end of each activity you will be required to bring the room to the 



state it was in at the beginning of the activity and put your models 

etc. in a designated place.

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Projektowanie scenografii teatralnej

2/ Teacher dr Martyna Kander

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 90

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 

obligatory 

8/ Course type Mandatory, degree education

9/ Didactic methods 

1. lecture (discussion of tasks and technical conditions).
2. workshop exercises (development of knowledge and skills on 
issues in the field of theatrical scenography design).
3. dialogue and didactic discussion - seminar (individual and team 

meetings with students during the implementation of specific tasks).
 

4. individual projects (individual tasks).
5. the course program can be carried out online, using the Google 
Meet program and e-mail correspondence.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
Passed the first year of unified studies at the Department of Stage 
Design, Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw.

12/ Final requirements 
1. completion of all assigned tasks.
2. Passed examination after the first and second semester of the first 

year of study.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

1. assessment of the level of artistic and technical performance of all
design exercises.

2. assessment of the level of commitment to the curriculum, 
including regularity of work and participation in reviews.
The assessment of the level of knowledge and individual 

development of the student. 4.
 

The grading scale is defined by the points used in the Department of 
Stage Design.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The aim of the classes is to develop the ability to make independent 

creative decisions and to professionally transpose thoughts and 
scenographic concepts into projects.

During the project, students explore the problem of the relationship 
between man and space, and learn about the tools that will be used in
further artistic work.

At the same time they acquire theoretical knowledge of stage design 



- terminology related to stage technology, the structures of 

production facilities, and the characteristics of stage design 
production. 
Each of the topics is supplemented by an exercise that allows the 
students to fully understand and assimilate the issues discussed in 
practice.

On the basis of an individually interpreted ancient drama, students 
prepare space and costume designs in full form.

During the design process they learn both the creative interpretation 

of a literary work as well as techniques of making a complete set 
design, consisting of space and costume designs.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Dramat "Otello" Williama Shakespeare'a i/lub opera "Otello" 
Giuseppe Verdiego.  

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

KNOWLEDGE: GRADUATE KNOWS AND UNDERSTANDS

K_U01 apply the laws of spatial composition and visual structures and is able to 
practically apply them in the process of scenography design;
K_U03 consciously use in creative work his/her own experiences, reflections, 

intuitions 
personal experiences and impressions;

K_U05 create complete design studies having extended knowledge in the field of 
use of various means of expression and creative creation provided by scenography,

costume, animated figure;
K_U07 prepare technical drawings for all theatrical studios (detailed 

draw the elements of a designed scenography, use all types of technical drawing 
scale, use it 
use any kind of technical drawing scale, use it depending on the needs within the 

realization of extended theatrical, film and television projects;
K_U08 affect the viewer's sensitivity through the use of conscious synthesis 

elements of music, theater and scenic arts; K_U08 influence viewer's sensitivity by
using conscious synthesis of elements of music, theater and scenic arts
K_U09 make a conscious use of available artistic means, conventions and styles 

use consciously available artistic means, conventions and aesthetic styles 
appropriate for the designed performance;

SKILLS SKILLS: GRADUATE CAN

K_W04 the cultural context of theater and cinema history, theatrical and film 
conventions and 

can integrate this knowledge in the creative process;
K_W05 the specificity of the media constituting the theater language and their role
in the process of building 
meanings;

K_W06 detailed issues connected with the process of building narration and 



shaping 

meanings by means of spatial conditions;
K_W07 problems connected with functioning of the stage design profession in the 
financial, organisational 
K_W07 problems related to the functioning of the profession of stage designer in 
the financial, organizational and brand^ng context; K_W08 knows the rules of 

health and safety at work and in legal regulations, with 
paying special attention to copyright issues;
 

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

THE STUDENT IS READY TO:
K_K02 initiate artistic activities within widely understood culture (in particular 

this applies in particular to undertaking interdisciplinary projects and 
K_K02 initiate artistic activities within widely understood culture (especially 
interdisciplinary projects and elaborate stage design projects requiring cooperation 
with specialists in various fields) 
specialists in various fields);

K_K04 consciously lead various team activities in the area of creative 
K_K04 consciously lead various team activities in the field of creative endeavors, 
as well as to conduct his/her own project
K_K05 approach problems solving in a professional and responsible way 

K_K05 professionally and responsibly solve problems related to widely 
understood project work, as well as own creative actions

K_K07 to fulfill his/her social role as an art school graduate.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Workshop room suitable for conducting corrections for 15 people. 
Space with access to daylight and with openable windows 

(ventilation), plenty of contacts. Room to work both at computers 
and for practical tasks (multifunctional).

Equipment description: 
Ergonomic workbenches for 15 people) and 17 chairs.

Workstations adapted to work on projects in the form of mock-ups, 
table top space min. 100 x 70, desk lamps, access to contacts for 
connecting work tools.

TV with DVD/HDMI input or a multimedia projector with a 

computer (then a room with a possibility of darkening the windows).
Separate table for individual corrections.
Shelves for mock-ups (about 2 m. above the floor).

Lockable cabinet for teaching materials, books, tools.
Tools: dremel, glue gun, knives/scalpels, scalpels, taker, metal lines 

for cutting foam and cardboard, steel eccentrics, large cutting mats.
 
Equipment used in class: screen, overhead projector, computer, DVD

player, whiteboard.

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Inscenizacja - etiudy

2/ Teacher dr Julia Skrzynecka

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 30

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 

obligatory 

8/ Course type Degree Course

9/ Didactic methods Exercises

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
Successfully completed the first year of full-time uniform studies in 
the Department of Stage Design.

12/ Final requirements 
Passing two exams in the form of theater etudes on a given topic.

Attendance in class. (Number of missed classes is 2 unexcused).

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

A credit for the course is given on the basis of the grades obtained 
from two etudes prepared by the student as well as on the basis of 
the evaluation of the student's activity in weekly talks and 

discussions on the etudes presented by others.
 

Evaluation criteria:

- intellectual and emotional value of the work

- authenticity and originality of expression

- impact on the audience - other students

- activity during discussions

- ability to cooperate in a group

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

The aim of the classes is to test in live matter, in conditions similar 

to theater, original ideas, projects and concepts that in other subjects 
remain only on paper.

Students experiment with matter, light and sound. Independently or 
with the help of other students they prepare short scenes on a given 
topic. The essence of the task is to convey the content of the topic, to

evoke certain (assumed by the author) emotions, to make them 



reflect.

Each performance is accompanied by a joint discussion, which 
allows conclusions to be drawn about the degree of legibility of the 
message, cultural references, impressions, associations and thoughts 
evoked.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

-error-

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

-error-

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

K_W03
K_W05

SKILLS
K_U03
K_U08

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

K_K03
K_K04

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 During the class, students independently choose the space they will 
adopt as their "stage" space.

Professional, artificial lighting with the possibility of adjustment and
change is useful. Most often a completely darkened space is used, in 

which the light can be fully controlled.

For the discussion part, a room with a window and a table that 
comfortably seats 15 people is needed.

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Rzemiosło filmowe

2/ Teacher dr Agnieszka Korytkowska

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
workshop / 30

7/ Studies 
Stage Design, full-time studies, first-cycle studies; level 6 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework - choice 

8/ Course type workshop

9/ Didactic methods workshop with exercises

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 

The workshop is conducted in two languages: Polish and English.

1. basic knowledge of film art

2. basic knowledge in the history of film art and literature in Poland 
and in the world

3. basic knowledge of Polish and world culture

12/ Final requirements 

1. in-depth knowledge of the art of filmmaking.

2. in-depth skill in practical skills of working on a film set.

3. in-depth competence in theoretical knowledge and practical 

competence in the craft of filmmaking.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

oral exam (the final exam will be a defense of the previously 
prepared project according to the established guidelines)

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

1. Introduction to research methods for gaining knowledge in the 
craft of filmmaking.

2. Introduction to and provision of knowledge of comprehensive 

techniques in the collection, processing and elaboration of acquired 
knowledge.

3. To enhance competence in planning research processes and 
elaborating their results.

4. To reinforce the need for self-improvement and self-education in 
the acquired knowledge.

5. o acquaint students with the principles of intellectual property and



professional ethics.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

1. D. Bordwell, K. Thompson, Sztuka filmowa, Wydawnictwo 
Wojciech Marzec, Warszawa 2021.
2. S. Kracauer, Teoria filmu, Wydawnictwo Słowo/Obraz Terytoria, 
Gdańsk 2008.
3. S. D. Katz, Reżyseria filmowa. Ujęcie po ujęciu, Laterna Magica, 

Warszawa 2007.
4. B. Brown, Światło w filmie, Wydawnictwo Wojciech Marzec, 
Warszawa 2020.

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

1. D. Mamet, Prawda i fałsz, Wydawnictwo Filmowe, 2014.
2. W. Murch, W mgnieniu oka. Sztuka montażu filmowego, 
Wydawnictwo Wojciech Marzec, Warszawa 2020.
3. B. Brown, Cinematography. Sztuka operatorska, Wydawnictwo 
Wojciech Marzec, Warszawa 2020.

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

KNOWLED
GE

1 The student learns research methods to gain knowledge in the craft of 
filmmaking.

2. the student increases interest in the subject matter.
3. the student is able to use the acquired knowledge for his/her own development 

and creative work.

SKILLS

SKILLS

1. the student is able to use comprehensive techniques in collecting, processing and

elaborating the acquired knowledge.
2. the student is able to plan the research process and work out its results.
3. the student is able to use the acquired knowledge for his/her own development 

and creative work.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

1. The student understands the need for self-improvement and self-education in the

field of acquired knowledge.
2. The student understands the principles of intellectual property and ethics in the 
process of knowledge acquisition and its use.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Classes are held in the classroom and outdoors.

The studio requires projection equipment, an editing table, a 
computer and screen, and a sound system.

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Wstęp do projektowania scenografii filmowej

2/ Teacher Oliwia Waligóra

3/ Assistants Oliwia Waligóra

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 60

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 

obligatory 

8/ Course type general-plastic

9/ Didactic methods conversation / workshop

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 
Passed entrance exam, ability to make creative observations, learn 
from examples, openness to inspiration; knowledge of software to 

the degree to complete tasks, etc.

12/ Final requirements 

the ability to make an original artistic statement; the ability to 
consciously use a specialized workshop; the ability to creatively 

search for creative solutions within the specialization studied; a 
public presentation of one's own work during a semester and final 

year exam.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

assessment of the individual (artistic) work of the student, 
assessment of the level of knowledge and skills, assessment of the 

presentation of his/her own work according to the grading scale 
specified in Rules of Studying.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

ability to use basic concepts from the world of film, such as verticals

in a film crew, camera work, frame composition, etc.; knowledge of 
the basics of film set design with emphasis on color and its functions

- creating a color palette for a movie, moodboard - skillful 
presentation of an idea, learning basic techniques of creating 
visualization, creating quick sketches of space, taking into account 

the basics of perspective, introducing the basics of technical 
drawing, perfecting the ability to select artistic means adequate to 

the expressed content.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

1. Kompendium terminologii filmowej - Piotr Andrejew, Wit Dąbal; 
2. Słownik terminologii filmowej - Bocian Remigiusz, Zabłocki 

Michał; 
3. Okiem filmowca - nauka i łamanie zasad filmowej kompozycji - 
Gustavo Mercado;
4. Opowiadanie obrazem - tworzenie wizualnej struktury w filmie, 

telewizji i mediach cyfrowych - Bruce Block;
5. Storyboard - ruch w sztuce filmowej - Mark Simon;



16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

- The Art Direction Handbook for Film & Television Michael Rizzo;

 - Designer Drafting and Visualizing for the Entertainment World 
Patricia Woodbridge, Hal Tine
 

17/ Learning outcomes 

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Students should have basic drawing tools at their disposal during 
the course. (Sketchbook, pencils, etc.).

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Film Project

2/ Teacher dr Katarzyna Sobańska

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 90

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, first-cycle studies; level 6 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework - obligatory 

Stage Design, full-time studies, second-cycle studies; level 7 of 
Polish Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 
choice 

8/ Course type KK- mandatory

9/ Didactic methods 

Teaching methods: ( form of classes)
 

- Lectures illustrated with iconography and multimedia presentations

(film materials) - adjusted to the directions of creation in the topics 
chosen by students 
- Realization of exercises and projects- project path preparing to the 

thesis 
- e-learning- possibility of classes on line - google meet 

- Seminar (dialogue and didactic discussion)
- Consultations and project corrections- discussions on the creative 
method 

- Practical exercises - technology of film decoration construction - 
the issues of light and color 

- Practical form Presence on film and television sets
- Presence on the film and television sets
- Presence on the set of the television studio

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 

Prerequisites for full-time students in semesters 5 and 6

- Qualification for the fifth year of full-time studies
- The ability to operate the artistic workshop in a variety of design 

techniques (drawing, collage, painting, basic computer design 
programs allowing to find elements of the creative path)
- Knowledge and skills to move in the space of knowledge about the 

film and the phenomena of contemporary multimedia - analysis of 
the script and theatrical text 
- Competent and creative attitude towards proposed issues and 
exercises 
- Independent and creative way of working out new topics



12/ Final requirements 

Final Requirements:

Compulsory classes:

- Passing the exam closing the educational process at the level of the
4th semester concerning practical classes, theoretical classes and e-

learning. Closing the project exercises in a form of the required 
artistic realization based on the topics from I/II semester (second 
year).
- Passing the exam after the 6th semester in the form of completed 
design exercises, theoretical knowledge or the bachelor's exam in the

form of a complete realization, presentation containing all elements 
resulting from the assumptions and requirements for the exercises.
- B.A. exam: preparing a diploma project in the field of scenography
design for film or television, or other artistic form designed, realized
with the use of camera registration (animation, working on a model, 

combining video techniques with scenographic art.
The project should be based on one's own concept inspired by a 
script or literary work.
 The work is realized in the form of project presentation - artistic, 

photographic (with the possibility of using the recorded image in 
film technique) - technical and graphical (design, visualization) 

elaboration of elements of the designed decoration.
 Analytical projects of characters in costumes.
 Description and analysis of the developed theme. Defense of the 

Bachelor's thesis
 before the Faculty Examination Committee, whose members 

sovereignly assign a grade for the project. The final grade is the 
average, awarded by the members of the Committee. The average 
refers to the practical thesis Defense and presentation, and the grade 

average from 6 semesters of study.

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Assessment criteria:

The condition to enter the assessment is the completion and 
presentation of all exercises- and in the case of the implementation 

of the bachelor's thesis, the full project with all the elements required
by the department of scenography 

- evaluation of the artistic value of the presented works 
- evaluation of the technical quality of the presented works 
- evaluation of independence within the creative work 

- regularity of work 
- grading scale is defined by the scoring system obligatory at the 

Stage Design Department
 
BA Thesis:
Assessment of the artistic and substantive level of the bachelor's 

thesis, assessment of the level of public presentation and defense

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 

Aim of the course:



description)

The curriculum in the Studio of Image Creation in Film and TV 

Scene Design- aims to prepare students for creative work in an 
interdisciplinary team in feature film , television and advertising.

It should develop the ability to translate the language of the script or 
drama into the author's own spatial creation.

Ensure mastery of design skills and knowledge of techniques, crafts 
and materials necessary for film set design including character and 
costume creation.

To master the specialized and visual language of film art, stage and 

media techniques., in order to shape them into a design presentation.

To introduce the practical aspects of the profession - in terms of 
cooperation on a film set
 

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Polish Literature

1 Title: Dictionary of Film Adaptations Author: Andrzej Kołodyński,
Konrad Zarębski

 Publisher: Park Edukacja Szkolne PWN ISBN 978-83-7446-724-7
2 Title; Labyrinth of Light Author: Jerzy Wójcik 

 Publisher: Canonia
3 Title: TV Theatre and its Artists Author: Henryk Bieniewski
 Publisher: PIW Warszawa ISBN 978-83-06-03241-3

4 History of Polish Cinema by T. Lubelski - K.J. Zarębski
 Cinema Foundation 2007 ISBN978-83-922850-2-1

5 Scenography Author: Starski Allan, Stanisławska Irena
 Publisher: Wojciech Marzec 2013
 

Writings: 

1 Title: Film Scenography. Author: Terence St John Marner. 
Published by The Tantivy Press, London
A.S. Barnes and Co, New York. ISBN (USA) 0-498-01326-x

2nd Title : "Production Design & Art Direction Screencraft" Author: 

Peter Ettedgui, Published by Roto Vision, SBN 2-88046-364-5
e-mail: sales@rotovision.com

Publications

2 Title: Film Architecture: Set designs from Metropolis to Blade 
Runner
Author: Dietrich Neumann
Prestel Publishers. Munich, New York. ISBN 3-7913-1605-2

3 Title: Alexandre Trauner Decors de cinema . Editions Jade- 
Flammarion 1988
ISBN 2-08-203005-9



4 Title: Science from Hollywood. Architecture and Film. Architektur
und Film.
Author: Hans Dieter Schaal
Published by Edition Axel Menges 1996, Stuttgart, London. ISBN 3-
930698-70-6

5 Title: Setting the Scene. Hollywood's great artistic directors. 
Author: Robert S. Sennett 
Published by Harry N. Abrams, Inc, Publishers.ISBN 0-8109-3846-4

6 Title: Screen Deco. Author: Howard Mandelbaum, Eric Myers. 
Published by St. Martin's Press, New York
ISBN 0-312-01087-7 (pbk)

7 Title: Screen Style of the Forties: A Celebration of High Pastiche 

in Hollywood.
Author: Howard Mandelbaum, Eric Myers
Published by St. Martin's Press, New York. ISBN -0-312-03343-5

8 Title: Designing Dreams. Contemporary architecture in the 
movies. Author: Donald Albrecht

Published by Thames and Hudson, 1986. ISBN 0-500-27456-8

9 Title: The Art of Hollywood. Thames Television exhibition at the 

Victoria and Albert Museum. Author: John Hambley, Patrick 
Downing, Graham Guest.

Published by Thames television LTD 1979. ISBN 423-00510 -3.

10. Title: The Cabinet of Caligari and other great illusions. A history 

of film set design.
Author: Leon Barsacq. Published by the New York Graphic Arts 

Society. Boston. ISBN 0-8212-0620-6
11. Title: Design for the Entertainment World. Author: Patricia 
Woodbridge

Published by Focal Press

12.Title: perspective drawing for the theater. Author: Harry Morgan
Published by Drama Books Specialists (Publishers), New York. 
ISBN 0-910482-87-X

13.Title: Filmmaker's guide to set design

Author: Vincent LoBrutto Publisher: Allworth Press, New York, 
ISBN -1 58115- 224-8

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

17.Complementary literature

INTERIOR DECORATION / HISTORY OF INTERIORS AND 
MATERIAL CULTURE



1.Title: Authentic Decoration. The domestic interior 1620-

1920.Author: Peter Thornton.
Published by Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London. ISBN 0-297785044

2nd Title: Nineteenth-Century Decoration. The Art of the Interior. 
Author: Charlotte Gere

Published by Harry N. Abrams, Inc. New York. ISBN 0-8109-1382-
8

3 Title: Eighteenth Century Decoration. Design and the Domestic 
Interior in England.

Author: Charles Saumarez Smith. Published by Harry N. Abrams, 
Inc. Publishers
ISBN 0-8109-3255-5

4 Title: Seventeenth-Century Interior Decoration in England, France,

and the Netherlands.
Author: Peter Thornton. Published by Yale University Press, New 
Haven and London.
Library of Congress catalog card number: 77 -91067

ISBN 0-300-021933 (cloth); 0-300-02776-1 (paperback)

5.Title: Italian Renaissance Interiors 1400-1600 Author: Peter 
Thornton
Published by Harry N. Abrams, Inc., Publishers, New York.ISBN 0-

8109-3459-0

6. Title: Styles of ornament. Author: Alexander Speltz
Dover Publications, Inc, New York ISBN 0-486-20557-6

7 Title: Handbook of Ornament. Author: Franz Sales Meyer
Published by Dover Publications, Inc, New York. ISBN 0-486-

23480-0

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

K_W01 detailed historical context of drama and art theory; P7S_WG

K_W02
detailed rules concerning disciplines related to fine arts (directing,
interior design) allowing for the realization of teamwork tasks, also of

interdisciplinary character;
P7S_WG

P7S_WK
K_W03 problems connected with technologies and materials necessary in the 
process of designing

K_W03 problems related to technologies and materials necessary in the process of 
designing film and television scenography;
P7S_WG
P7S_WK
K_W06 detailed issues connected with the process of building narration and 
shaping



meanings by means of spatial conditions; P7S_WG

K_W07
problems connected with the functioning of the stage designer profession in the
K_W07 problems connected with the functioning of the profession of stage 
designer in the financial, organisational and legal context; knows the rules of 
health and safety at work, with

paying special attention to copyright issues;
P7S_WG
 

SKILLS

K_U01 apply the laws of spatial composition and visual structures, and is able to
practically apply them in the process of scenography design; P7S_UW

K_U03 consciously use in creative work his/her own experiences, reflections, 
intuition
experiences and impressions coming from personal experiences;
P7S_UW
P7S_UU

K_U05
create complete design studies having extended knowledge in the field of
use of various means of expression and creative creation provided by scenography,
cos^um, animated figure;

P7S_UW
K_U06 present the essence of his/her solutions to co-workers and performers 

during
realization of extended theatrical, film and television projects;
P7S_UK

P7S_UO
K_U07

make technical drawings for all theatrical studios (detailed
draw the elements of the designed scenery, use all
technical drawing scale, use it as needed in the framework of

realization of extended theatrical, film and television projects;
P7S_UW

K_U09 make conscious use of available artistic means, conventions and styles
K_U09 use consciously available artistic means, conventions and aesthetic styles 
proper for the designed spectacle;

P7S_UW
P7S_UU

K_U10 define a creative problem on the basis of a given topic, reading and 
independent interpretation of a script; P7S_UW
interpretation of the script;

P7S_UW
P7S_UU

K_U12
use linguistic skills in the field of fine arts, appropriate for
arts relevant to the major of scenography, in accordance with the requirements 
specified for level B+

of Common European Framework of Reference for Languages.
P7S_UK

SOCIAL K_K01 to become a fully competent and independent stage designer, able to



COMPETEN
CES

consciously use the acquired knowledge;

P7S_KK
P7S_KO
K_K02
initiate artistic activities within the broadly understood culture (in particular
this applies especially to interdisciplinary projects and

of interdisciplinary projects and complex scenographic projects requiring the 
cooperation
specialists in various fields);
P7S_KK
P7S_KO

K_K03 Understand the need for a continuous process of self-development in 
relation to himself/herself and others.
K_K03 to understand the need for continuous self-development in relation to 
himself/herself and others; P7S_KK
K_K04 consciously lead various team activities in the area of creative

K_K04 to consciously lead various team activities in the area of creative 
undertakings and to conduct own project;
P7S_KR
P7S_KO

K_K05 approach problems solving in a professional and responsible way

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 full-time classes - studio

Overhead projector, plasma, computer, laptop, tables, worktops, 
photocopier with the possibility of scanning, magazines, albums, 

books, DVDs - and a library of films and videos on film and tv 
theater technology.

possibility of realizing more complex projects in the studio - dirty 
technical background

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Typografia i projektowanie graficzne

2/ Teacher Anna Jędrzejec

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 30

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, second-cycle studies; level 7 of 
Polish Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 

obligatory 

8/ Course type practical project activities

9/ Didactic methods 

- Lectures combined with multimedia presentation,

- Practical skills of conscious use of knowledge about typography, 
lettering and graphic design;

- problem discussions (group and individual work),

- e-learning - based on independent student work and individual 
revision conducted by the instructor in a remote manner (via the 

Internet) with the help of available digital communication platforms;

- conversation (dialogue and didactic discussion - individual and 
group corrections);

- Workshop classes;
 

Classes are held in a mode that combines lectures and practical 
application of the knowledge taught. By performing and discussing 

practical tasks, the student consolidates knowledge of the basics of 
typography, lettering and graphic design. He or she acquires design 

skills in composing and combining typography and image.

Lectures are interspersed with discussions between the instructor and

students on various design challenges and problems and their 
solutions (group and individual work). Assignments are discussed in 

class as consultations.

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites - competencies and skills that qualify for creative work,

- independence in formulating opinions,

- competence and skills in the basics of composition,



- basic ability to use any word processing program,

- basic ability to use Adobe Photoshop

12/ Final requirements 

- knowledge of basic typographic terminology,
- knowing how to do basic text editing, 

- not making basic typographical errors when creating designs using 
text,
- ability to select and combine typefaces, 
- ability to discern the difference between good and bad typesetting, 
- ability to sign work and designs legibly and clearly,

- ability to compose basic text and images,
- knowledge of the basics of graphic design
- ability to consciously use one's workshop, 
- ability to creatively search for creative solutions

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

- Credit/examination is given on the basis of attendance / active 
participation in classes. Active participation in discussions is taken 
into account. 3 unexcused absences from classes are allowed.

- The student is allowed to get a credit/examination in the winter 

semester on the basis of 3 assigned project works done/completed by
the student during the semester.

- A student is admitted to the summer semester credit/examination 
on the basis of 2 assigned project tasks completed/credited by the 

student during the semester.

- Assessment of individual student's work on the basis of the 

execution and presentation of exercises during the semester for 
specific activities / products of the student's work according to the 

grading scale located in the Academic Regulations.

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

This course is designed to prevent the student from making basic 
errors in word processing, signing, and creating graphic designs 

involving typography. The student should know the basics of text 
design and editing so that in the future, without major problems, 

they will be able to use the knowledge they have gained as and when
they need it.
 

The subject is about typography and lettering in general. The history 

and terminology is important, not only in theory but also in practical 
application. Completing assignments in word processing is supposed
to teach the student to use typography in a consistent manner and to 

suit design needs.
 

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

„Kompletny przewodnik po typografii” James Felici;
„Punkt, linia a płaszczyzna” Wasilij Kandinsky;

16/ Additional literature „Elementarz stylu w typografii” Robert Bringhurst;



recommended for the 
student's self learning 

„Wiedzieć. Widzieć. Wybór najważniejszych tekstów o dizajnie” 

redakcja: Przemek Dębowski, Jacek Mrowczyk;

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

K_W03 - knowledge and understanding of issues related to technologies and 

materials necessary in the design process of film and television set design;

SKILLS

K_U05 - ability to create a complete design with expanded knowledge of using 
various means of expression and creative creation provided by scenography, 

costume, animated figure;
K_U06 - ability to present the essence of his/her solutions to co-workers and 
performers in the realization of extended theatrical, film and television projects;.
K_U11 - ability, in a responsible way, to publicly present the project in the form of 
a show, exhibition, multimedia presentation, also in relation to an extended 

scenographic project;

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

K_K07 - competency to fulfill the social role of a graduate student in the arts.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 - Internet access;

- access to an overhead projector or television screen;

- ability to work with a computer with basic word processing 

software for students;

- the ability to work with a computer with Adobe Photoshop or 

another program with text and image editing capabilities for 
students;

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Projektowanie scenografii musicalowej i operowej

2/ Teacher prof. Paweł Dobrzycki, dr Ewa Kochańska-Gołoś

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Faculty of Stage Design

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 90

7/ Studies 

Stage Design, full-time studies, first-cycle studies; level 6 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework - obligatory 

Stage Design, full-time studies, second-cycle studies; level 7 of 

Polish Qualifications Framework, projektowanie scenograficzne - 

choice 

8/ Course type degree course

9/ Didactic methods 

- a combination of elements of lecture, conversation and correctional

design exercises

- concepts and sketches of individual students are the basis for 

discussion:

(a) discussion of examples of methods of stage design

b) discussing the relationship of the scenographer with other theater 

artists

c) discussing cultural and artistic phenomena related to the 

developed project (for example: the concept and tradition of 

carnival, the grotesque element in art, theatrical conventions, etc.).

- seminar as an expression of students' opinions, opportunity to 

discuss the issues arising during the revision of projects and 

discussion of readings

- individual revision, correction of project work, discussions serving 

the development of the student, specifying the directions of his/her 

further work

- e-learning

10/ Language of lecture polski

11/ Prerequisites 

- passed the exam of the Stage Design Department for the second 

degree studies

- scenography design workshop at the bachelor degree level

12/ Final requirements - design of scenography - space and costumes, including their 



changes

- ability to consciously and independently create a stage space and 

the process of changes occurring in it

- ability to properly present the project

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

The condition for taking the assessment is performing and 

presenting all exercises

- assessment of the performance design in the form of an alliterative 

description of scenic images or a storyboard sketch, its intellectual 

content and message - 15%

- Assessment of the storyboard or scenographic design of space and 

costumes in terms of their artistic value and compliance with the 

assumptions - 50%.

- Evaluation of the ability to articulate and defend their concepts and

artistic visions and evaluation of the student's overall activity in 

class - 35%

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

Topics of project exercises:

1. selected operas (e.g. Orpheus, Turandot, Medea and others) and 

dramatic or literary texts, subject to adaptation for the stage - 

depending on the student's choice and needs.

2. didactic supervision of scenographies designed by the students 

and produced for the scenes directed by the students of the Directing

Department of the Theatre Academy created during the Directing 

Seminar under the supervision of the AT teacher.

Content of the classes:

1. discussion of the text which is the starting point for the design 

work, its possible interpretations, outlining the author's profile and 

the tradition of staging his works;

2. indication of relevant source texts, inspiring cultural and artistic 

phenomena; 3. discussion of the staging concept; 4. revision of 

students' drafts and projects: each project is conducted individually 

in order to obtain the broadest possible spectrum of solutions, 

showing the students heuristic possibilities of solutions.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Selected texts on Mozart's operas and profile, such as Abrecht 

Schweitzer's monograph "Mozart;

Relevant films and performances of "The Magic Flute" on DVD;

(a) Internet resources on opera; Selected texts and albums relating 

directly or generally to the content of the texts and the concept of the



performance, selected texts on specific cultural or artistic 

phenomena. Examples:

(a) Marta Fik "Theatrical Conventions";

b) Denis Bablet "20th Century Theatre";

c) Relevant films and plays on DVD;

d) Selected theatrical and theoretical essays by Jan Kott, Erwin Axer,

Mikhail Bakhtin and others;

e) Due to the lack of specialized literature on the Polish market, 

reviewing and commenting items from the instructor's private 

library.

f) Internet resources concerning the discussed problems and their 

iconography

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Studies on operas, e.g. "1001 operas" by Piotr Krajewski in two 

volumes

- Theatrical periodicals,

- Basic positions of world literature, e.g.: "Master and Margaret" by 

Bulgakov,

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

Graduates know and understand:

K_W02 problems related to materials, technologies and technical solutions related 

to the work of theater craftsmen sufficient to perform scenographic projects and to 

exercise authorial supervision over them; P7S_WG

K_W07 the cultural context of the history of theater and cinema, theatrical and 

film conventions, and can integrate this knowledge in the creative process; 

P7S_WG P7S_WK

K_W08 specificity of media constituting theater language and their role in the 

process of building meanings; P7S_WG

K_W09 detailed issues connected with the process of building narration and 

shaping meanings by means of spatial conditions; P7S_WG

K_W10 problems connected with the functioning of the stage designer profession 

in the financial, organizational, marketing context; knows the rules of health and 

safety at work and legal regulations, with particular attention paid to the issues 

connected with copyright law; P7S_WG P7S_WK

K_W11 the role of abstract thinking in solving artistic problems; P7S_WG

K_W12 the specificity of the media constituting theater language and their role in 

the process of meaning construction; P7S_WG

K_W13 problems connected with the construction of theatrical, film and TV 

decorations; knowledge of materials and specificity of crafts connected with the 

process of realization. P7S_WG

KNOWLED K_W04 the cultural context of the history of theater and cinema, theatrical and 



GE

film conventions, and 

knows how to integrate this knowledge in the creative process; P7S_WG

K_W05 the specificity of media constituting the language of theater and their role 

in the process of building 

meanings; P7S_WG

K_W06 detailed issues connected with the process of building narration and 

shaping 

meanings by means of spatial conditions; P7S_WG

K_W08 the role of abstract thinking in the process of solving artistic problems; 

P7S_WK

K_W09 specificity of media constituting theater language and their role in the 

process of building 

meanings; P7S_WG P7S_WK

SKILLS Graduates are able to:

K_U01 apply the laws of spatial composition and visual structures and can 

practically apply them in the process of scenography design; P7S_UW

K_U02 use abstract thinking in solving artistic problems; P7S_UW

K_U04 use in extended scope the ability of conscious choice of means of 

expression in the process of artistic expression; P7S_UW

K_U05 consciously use in creative work own experiences, reflections, intuition, 

experiences and impressions coming from personal experiences; P7S_UW

K_U07 reach the sources of inspiration and knowledge in the given topic and 

creatively apply them in individual phases of the project; P7S_UW P7S_UK

K_U08 consciously use the knowledge acquired during the studies for further 

development of his/her artistic personality, as well as practically apply it in his/her 

professional work; P7S_UW

K_U09 create complete projects having expanded knowledge on the use of various

means of expression and creative creation offered by scenography, costume, 

animated figures; P7S_UW

K_U10 use and create technologies in order to apply them within the forms of 

imaging, also within the realization of extended scenographic projects; P7S_UW

K_U11 define and understand the relations between the work's shape and the band 

of meaning it opens; P7S_UW

K_U14 present the essence of his/her solutions to co-workers and performers in 

the realization of extended theatrical, film and television projects; P7S_UW 

P7S_UO

K_U15 prepare technical drawings for all theatrical studios (detailed drawing of 

the elements of designed scenography, using all kinds of technical drawing scale, 

using it as needed within the realization of extended theatrical, film and television 

projects; P7S_UW

K_U16 prepare and elaborate detailed concepts and design documentation 

concerning technical and artistic issues in relation to the realized project; P7S_UW

P7S_UK

K_U18 freely and consciously use artistic means to solve problems in the area of 

abstract creative activities; P7S_UW

K_U19 develop individual creative methods; P7S_UW

K_U20 affect the sensitivity of the audience through the use of conscious synthesis

of the elements of music, theater and scenic arts; P7S_UW

K_U21 make a conscious use of available artistic means, conventions and aesthetic



styles adequate for the designed performance; P7S_UW

K_U22 define a creative problem on the basis of a given topic, reading and 

independent interpretation of the script; P7S_UW P7S_UK

K_U23 responsibly present a design concept to the director and other collaborators

in relation to a complex scenographic project; P7S_UO P7S_UK

K_U24 present the concept of his/her performance and the vision of its artwork; 

P7S_UO P7S_UK K_U25 present his/her views and convictions that are the basis 

of his/her creative work; P7S_UO P7S_UK

K_U26 justify in a conscious and logical way the assumptions of his/her project in 

relation to an advanced scenographic concept; P7S_UK

K_U27 make extended statements on general cultural and artistic subjects; 

P7S_UK

K_U28 verbalize emotional and intellectual contents on the realized performance 

or artistic event; P7S_UK

K_U29 express his/her attitude to the reality, determine the place and role of an 

artist, his/her mission and the sense and possibility of action, and analyze the 

relation between the artist and the surrounding world; P7S_UK

K_U30 approach in a responsible way to public presentations of the project in the 

form of a show, exhibition, multimedia presentation, also in relation to the 

extended scenographic project; P7S_UK P7S_UO

SKILLS K_U01 apply the laws of spatial composition and visual structures, and is able to 

practically apply them in the process of scenography design; P7S_UW

K_U02 use in expanded scope various possibilities offered by media arts 

(photography, video art, etc.);P7S_UW 

media art (photography, video art etc.);P7S_UW P7S_UU

K_U03 consciously use in creative work own experiences, reflections, intuition, 

experiences and impressions coming from personal experience; P7S_UW P7S_UU

K_U04 reach the sources of inspiration and knowledge in the given topic and 

creatively 

creatively apply them in individual stages of a project; P7S_UU

K_U05

create complete design studies with extended knowledge in the field of 

apply various means of expression and creative creation that can be found in 

scenography, 

costume, animated figure;P7S_UW

K_U06 present the essence of his/her solutions to co-workers and performers 

during 

P7S_UK P7S_UO

K_U07

make technical drawings for all theatrical studios (detailed 

draw the elements of the designed scenery, use all 

scale of the technical drawing, using it according to the needs in the framework of 

realization of extended theatrical, film and television projects; P7S_UW

K_U08 affect viewers' sensitivity through the use of conscious synthesis of 

elements of music, theater and scenic arts; P7S_UK

K_U09 make a conscious use of available artistic means, conventions and styles 

P7S_UW P7S_UUU

K_U10 define a creative problem on the basis of a given topic, reading and 

independent interpretation of the script;P7S_UW 



P7S_UW P7S_UU

K_U11

approach responsibly to public presentations of the project in the form of 

show, exhibition, multimedia presentation, also in relation to 

extensive scenographic project;

P7S_UK

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

The graduate is ready to:

K_K01 become a fully competent and independent stage designer able to 

consciously use the acquired knowledge; P7S_KR

K_K03 understand the need for a continuous process of self-development in 

relation to himself/herself and others; P7S_UU P7S_KR

K_K04 consciously lead various team activities in the field of creative 

undertakings and to manage one's own project; P7S_KK

K_K05 to function in accordance with an individually developed system adequate 

to his/her personal preferences and conditions; P7S_KR P7S_KK

K_K06 continuously enrich his/her human and creative awareness; P7S_UU 

P7S_KR

K_K07 to have extended ability to adapt to new, changing circumstances that may 

occur during professional or creative work; P7S_KK

K_K08 consciously plan his/her professional career path on the basis of skills and 

knowledge acquired during studies and knowledge acquired in the process of 

continuous self-education; P7S_KO P7S_KR

K_K09 negotiate and coordinate an ongoing project; P7S_KK

K_K10 to analyze critically one's own work and understand the need for 

continuous self-education; P7S_UU P7S_KR

K_K11 consciously use (based on available knowledge and skills) psychological 

mechanisms within his/her own creativity and functioning on the contemporary 

labour market; P7S_KK

K_K13 to approach professionally and responsibly to solving problems concerning

widely understood project work, as well as own creative activity; P7S_KO 

P7S_KR

K_K15 to fulfill his/her social role as a graduate of art school. P7S_KO

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

K_K01 to become a fully competent and independent stage designer, able to 

consciously use the acquired knowledge;P7S_KK P7S_KO

K_K02

initiate artistic activities within the broadly understood culture (in particular 

this applies especially to interdisciplinary projects and 

complex scenographic projects requiring cooperation with specialists in various 

fields; P7S_KK 

specialists in various fields); P7S_KK P7S_KO

K_K03 Understand the need for a continuous process of self-development in 

relation to himself/herself and others. 

K_K03 to understand the need for continuous self-development in relation to 

himself/herself and others; P7S_KK

K_K04 consciously lead various team activities in the area of creative 

P7S_KR P7S_KO

K_K05 approach professionally and responsibly to solve problems 

P7S_KK P7S_KO

K_K07 to fulfill his/her social role as a graduate of art school. P7S_KO



18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 Studio Equipment:

projector or large plasma screen, computer, table, chairs

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Contemporary Art&Theory

2/ Teacher dr Ewa Bobrowska

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Międzywydziałowa Katedra Historii i Teorii Sztuki

6/ C ourse form / hours 
proseminar / 30

7/ Studies 

Erasmus+ incoming and outgoing, -error-, -error- - obligatory 
Media Art, full-time studies, second-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 

Qualifications Framework - choice 
Sculpture, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, rzeźba - choice 
Painting, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework, painting - choice 

Conservation and Restoration of Works of Art, full-time studies, 

long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish Qualifications Framework, 
konserwacja i restauracja tkanin zabytkowych - choice 
Conservation and Restoration of Works of Art, full-time studies, 

long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish Qualifications Framework, - 
choice 

Conservation and Restoration of Works of Art, full-time studies, 
long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish Qualifications Framework, 
konserwacja i restauracja malarstwa i rzeźby polichromowanej - 

choice 
Conservation and Restoration of Works of Art, full-time studies, 

long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish Qualifications Framework, 
konserwacja i restauracja książki, grafiki i skóry zabytkowej - 
choice 

Graphic Arts, full-time studies, long-cycle studies; level 7 of Polish 
Qualifications Framework - choice 

Interior Design, full-time studies, second-cycle studies; level 7 of 
Polish Qualifications Framework - choice 

8/ Course type fakultatywny

9/ Didactic methods 
Pre-seminar: 3 hours per week, 2 semesters 
This course is open to all students, both international and Polish, 

who wish to discuss contemporary art in English.

10/ Language of lecture angielski

11/ Prerequisites -error-

12/ Final requirements -error-

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

Course Requirements:
Regular attendance and participation - both terms.
/Active participation in class discussions is an important element of 

the final grade/.



spring term: 1/ Presentation of one text,

                     2/ Presentation of one selected artist from one's country

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

This course surveys the diverse projects of postmodern art in the 
light of contemporary art theory. The course will be composed of 
two parts: field trips to Warsaw galleries (first part), and  close 
examination of major theoretical statements on postmodern art 

(second part), the overall aim being to trace some of the conceptual 
threads that run through current artworks and art criticism. We will 
also cooperate with various human rights organizations such as 
International Humantarian Fundation for immigrants and torture 
victims, as well as the organization Sławek for rehabilitation of 

former prisoners.
         During the winter term we will try to explore the current Polish
artscape while visiting the most prominent galleries in Warsaw and 
meeting their curators. /Centre for Contemporary Art, National 
Gallery of Art The Zachęta Gallery, Galeria Foksal, National 

Museum, etc./
          The second – theoretical part will be structured as discussion-
oriented classes. We will refer to recent texts representative of the 
conteporary state of  art criticism and theory, with  the emphasis on 

present American and French aesthetics. We will read articles by: 
Jacques Derrida, Jean-François Lyotard, Fredric Jameson, Richard 

Rorty, Ihab Hassan, Arthur Danto, George Dickie, and Scott Lash. 
Each student will be required to give a short presentation  of a 
chosen text followed by an open class discussion.

       The aim of the seminar is to introduce students to  the most 
significant theoretical statements concerning the current state of art 

and prepare them to carry out further research in the field.

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

1.      Jean-François Lyotard, Answering the Question: What Is 
Postmodernism?,  [in:] Docherty, Thomas, ed. Postmodernism: A 

Reader.  New York: Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1993. pp. 35-46, The 
Postmodern Condition A Report on Knowledge.
2.   Jean-François Lyotard, The Differend. Phrases in Dispute, 1989 

University of Minnesota Press.
3.   Sigmunt Freud, Psychoanalysis.

4. Jacques Lacan, The Mirror Stge as Formative of the Function of 
the I as Revealed in Psychoanalytic Experience.
5.   Jacques Derrida, “Differance”  [in:]  A Derrida Reader. Between 

the Blinds, New York 1991, pp. 59 – 80, Derrida on 
Lichtensteiger.de.

6    Jacques Derrida, The Truth in Painting, Chicago 1987, pp. 81 -
114.
7.  Jacques Derrida, On Cosmopolitanism and Forgiveness, 

Routledge, 2001.
8. Richard Rorty, “Private Irony and Liberal Hope” [in:]: 
Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity, Cambridge 1989, pp.73 -95.
      9.   Artur Danto, Bruce Nauman, "The Nation" May 8, 1995.
      10 .  Arthur Danto, The Artworld, "The Journal of Philosophy", 
Vol. 61, No. 19, American



            Philosophical  Association Eastern Division Sixty-First 

Annual Meeting. (Oct. 15, 1964), pp. 571-
             584.
     11.   Artur Danto, "The Original Creative Principle": Motherwell 
and Psychic Automatism, in Rosand     
            D.( ed. ) (1997) Robert Motherwell on Paper, pub. Harry N 

Abrams.
      12.  Scott Lash, Economies of Signs and Space, London 1996.
      13.   Arthur C. Danto, “The End of Art: A Philosophical 
Defense” [in:] History and Theory, Vol.
  37, No. 4,  Theme Issue 37: Danto and His Critics: Art History, 

Historiography and After the End 
  of Art. (Dec., 1998), pp. 127-143.
      14.  Jasper Johns, Gray The Art Institute of Chicago, Yale 
University Press, New Heaven and London,       
               2007.

      15.   Jeffrey Weiss, Marc Rothko, National Gallery of Art 
Washington, Yale University Press, 1998.
16   J.-F. Lyotard, "Philosophy and Painting in the Age of Their 
Experimentation", in The Lyotard 2. 

       Reader, Andrew Benjamin, editor. Oxford, UK, and Cambridge, 
MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1992.

17.   Richard Rorty, “Private Irony and Liberal Hope” [in:]: 
Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity,  
      Cambridge 1989, pp.73 -95.

18.   Jean-Luc Nancy, Pleasure in Drawing, Fordham,New York 
2013.

19.   Jean-Luc Nancy, Multiple Arts: The Muses II, Stanford 
California 2006.
20.   Klaus Theweleit, Preliminary findings in: Male Fantasies, 

University of Minnesota Press,1987.

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

-error-

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

SKILLS

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

Students are expected to have completed the necessary reading prior to each 
meeting of the class.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 -error-

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 



the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 



SYLLABUS 

1/ Course title Polish language for Erasmus+

2/ Teacher Miłosz Lindner

3/ Assistants 

4/ Code -

5/ Faculty Studium Języków Obcych

6/ C ourse form / hours 
ex. / 30

7/ Studies 

8/ Course type elective

9/ Didactic methods 

foreign language course

conversation class

lecture

homework

readings

screenings

museum visits

 

10/ Language of lecture angielski

11/ Prerequisites Erasmus+ students

12/ Final requirements 

ability to use Polish alphabet and Polish phonetic system

knowledge of reading hypothesis and ability to self-learn

knowledge of the basic cultural contexts

13/ The form of passing 
the course (assesment 
methods and criteria) 

attendance

active participation in class

filling in Google Classroom assessments

doing homework and being prepared for next class

revisions of the acquired materials

14/ Teaching goals 
(program content, subject 
description)

First meeting:

course introduction 

concept of “the other” (based on Emmanuel Levinas’ work) 

discussion about The Wacko (dir. Marek Koterski) - marking polish 

post-soviet context 

what does “Słowianie” mean?

Second meeting:

discussing “Tango” by Zbigniew Rybczyński (an explanation of 

housing situation before and after 1989, an explanation of the 

phenomenon of USA in Poland)

what does a nation mean? what is an imagined community? (based 

on the story of August Agbola Browne) 

“Jakoś to będzie” - how to explain polish philosophy?

Third meeting

an overview of the Polish history of the 20th century during the walk

in Skaryszewski Park (history of the monuments, Wedel’s factory, 

British airways over Warsaw during Second World War)



Fourth meeting

The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising based on the reading Shielding the 

flame (by Hannah Krall with Mark Edelman)

Fifth meeting

Was Poland always a monolith? The history of Poland “from the sea,

to the sea” and Polish-Lithuanian Union

polish names, name birthdays and important Polish celebration days

visiting POLIN (Museum of Jewish History)

Sixth meeting

discussion between Olga Tokarczuk and Henryk Sienkiewicz, 

Tokarczuk’s perspective (a concept of fourth person narration), 

“literature to uplift hearts”, language as a polis

Seventh meeting

What is messianism? Introduction of Mickiewicz, Słowacki and 

Krasiński, Constitution of May III and it’s political limits, partitions

Eighth meeting

How to read in Polish?

Ninth meeting

history of Polish peasants, what does it mean “the nobility does not 

work”?, the uprising in Jamestown (1609), what is the origin of the 

word “cham”

Tenth meeting

Słowacki’s funeral, death as a fact and and as a news, history of re-

funerals (Casimir the Great, Queen Jadwiga)

Bibliography:

Privatizing Poland: Baby Food, Big Business, and the Remaking of 

Labor (Culture and Society after Socialism) - Elizabeth C. Dunn

The Shock Doctrine - Naomi Klein

The Unwomanly Face of War: An Oral History of Women in World 

War II - Svetlana Aleksievitch

Chamstwo - Kacper Pobłocki

Prześniona rewolucja - Andrzej Leder

Ludowa Historia Polski - Adam Leszczyński

15/ Compulsory literature 
used during classes

Google Classroom materials

16/ Additional literature 
recommended for the 
student's self learning 

Beata K. Jędryka, Marta Buława, Anna Mijas, POLSKI na dobry 

start PODRĘCZNIK DO NAUKI JĘZYKA POLSKIEGO JAKO 

OBCEGO, Warszawa 2017

17/ Learning outcomes 

KNOWLED
GE

K_W01 basic linguistic rules necessary to pursue their own learning goals;

K_W02 basic ideas related with the field of Polish culture;

K_W03 historical and contemporary phenomena in the field of polish culture;

K_W04 progressive trends in the fields of humanities including philosophy, 

cultural anthropology, media theory.

SKILLS K_U01 cooperate and work with other team members;

K_U02 prepare typical written works concerning specific problems related to the 

course area, using different sources;

K_U03 use their linguistic skills proper for the field of studies, according to A1 



CEFR level.

SOCIAL 
COMPETEN
CES

K_K01 continuously self-learn in the fields related to Polish language and culture;

K_K02 autonomously analyse and interpret information, develop ideas.

18/ 
Description of the 
requirements for the 
studio, workshop or 
teaching aids

 computer

speakers

projector

internet connection

Zoom software

 

The weekly number of hours of classes or lectures, the number of ECTS points assigned to 
the subject and information on the form and completion of the subject are included in the 
study program and Course Cataloque (information is displayed in Akademus system) 


